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OLYMPUS E-3 POWER USER’S GUIDE
The Olympus E-3 was one of the most eagerly awaited D-SLR
cameras to arrive on the market in 2007. The existence of a
successor to the highly regarded E-1 – which was the Olympus
Corporation’s first four-thirds standard D-SLR launched in 2003 –
had long been rumoured. Olympus enthusiasts, however, had to
exercise patience as the engineers fine-tuned many aspects of
the camera’s performance. They tested – and rejected – many
components until they had a design which they felt would place
the camera in a class of its own.
Indeed, upon launch the E-3 heralded many “firsts” or classleading features in a professional level D-SLR. Some of these
were:
• First high-end professional D-SLR with built-in in-body
stabilisation
• First professional D-SLR with live-view
• First professional D-SLR with swivel-screen display
• First professional D-SLR with direct-access menu for
setting changes
• World’s fastest auto-focus when teamed with the
Zuiko 12-60mm SWD lens
• Class-leading environmental sealing against moisture
and dust
• Most effective sensor dust-reduction system
• Multi-group wireless remote flash system
Many of these aspects have now been added to competitor
products in this class of camera. However, the overall package, of
ergonomics, ruggedness and user-friendly layout of the E-3
camera itself, does place the E-3 in a niche of its own.
While many detractors may point to the “low megapixel sensor”
of the E-3 in comparison to later competitor’s higher megapixel
counts, to do so diminishes the depth and prowess of the
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engineering inherent in the four-thirds system and the sensor
used in the E-3. The apparently low megapixel count offers the
bonus of larger individual photo-sites than those found in higherdensity sensors. This benefits the dynamic range of the E-3
images as well as providing impressive low-noise performance at
speeds up to ISO1600.
In addition, when viewed within the Olympus E-system – and the
wider four-thirds product range – the E-3 does, indeed, stand
alone amongst other cameras on the market in providing a
unique blend of portability, professional ruggedness, image
quality, user-friendliness and a whole bundle of “do anything”
capabilities. For many happy owners it was “worth the wait” and
it is a camera that they hold in high regard.
Indeed, nearly a year after its launch the E-3 was awarded the
“Best Advanced Camera in Europe 2008/2009” award by EISA – a
European consortium of more than 50 magazine editors in the
imaging and sound industries. When viewed in light of the fact
that other brands had all launched cameras with higher
megapixel counts and “more features” subsequent to the E-3’s
introduction, this is an indication of the depth of sophistication
that is the Olympus E-3 camera. There is absolutely no reason
why it cannot do all any user could possibly ask of it.
This booklet aims to help you to understand your Olympus E-3 DSLR camera a bit better and explain the many features which
have been designed into it that other users have found useful. In
so doing we hope to help you realise your vision for photography.
It is, however, assumed that you understand the principles of
photography and have read the manufacturer’s handbook.
Please refer to both this guide and the appropriate page in the camera’s
English user manual (Printed in Germany in 2007 item OIME-7.0110/2007. Hab-E0460212) as indicated by the (UMPgxx) notation as you
progress through the text.
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THE AUTHOR
Mark D. Young is an award-winning South
African
photojournalist,
writer
and
photographic mentor. He was born in the city
of Pretoria in 1962 and educated at
Rietondale and Clapham schools in the city
of his birth.
He
has
been
taking
photographs
professionally since the age of 18 and has
given basic, intermediate and advanced
tuition in photography to more than 3 000
camera owners during his career which has
included “shutter-finger” time spent on newspapers, magazines and as
a consultant in retail outlets.
He is well acquainted with the Olympus camera family having owned
and used various Olympus products since 1974. He has also counted
amongst his camera gear various Canon, Nikon, Yashica and Contax
equipment and retains an “interesting” collection of classic
photographica of all brands and vintages.
He was the founding editor of Great Photography and Video, SA Photo
and Digital Photofocus magazines and has worked and/or photographed
in locations all around the world, gaining useful experience in the usage
of camera equipment in climates ranging from Arctic cold to desert
heat. He has taught numerous South African National Antarctic
Expedition teams “the ropes” in regard to photography, has inducted
numerous “Street Freelancers” (Self-employed social photographers
working in all centres of South Africa) into the business and is a regular
guest lecturer at various Universities of Technology and at the South
African National College of Photography.
He currently resides in Durban, South Africa where he was recently
appointed the Founding Chair of the Whysall’s Photographic Academy,
an arm of a famous photographic supply group which is wholly
dedicated to educating all camera owners in the joys of photography.
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IF YOU THINK THE E-3 IS A GREAT CAMERA,
YOU ARE NOT ALONE!
As at date of writing, the E-3 had been honoured with the following awards
from photographic magazines, web-sites and professional organisations. Aside
from gaining praise for overall design, there are awards for top image quality
and one for robustness and build quality.
Arguably the most prestigious award to date is the EISA Award as “Best
Advanced Camera in Europe 2008/9” awarded nearly a year after the
introduction of the model and well after competitors had launched an array of
models in the same sector of the market.

All logos and trademarks are recognised as the property of their respective owners and are used with permission.
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INTRODUCTION
OLYMPUS CAMERAS – ALWAYS INTERESTING
The Olympus company (founded in 1919) is among the oldest
optics and camera companies in the world.
As a camera manufacturer, Olympus branded products have been
changing the direction of worldwide camera design since the
1950s. The Olympus Pen-F and Pen-EE half-frame cameras with
interchangeable lenses were commercial hits in the 1950s and
1960s and offered a cost-effective alternative to the compact
35mm pro-grade equipment available from Europe at the time.
Perhaps the most outstanding aspect of these cameras were their

Zuiko (pronounced Zwee-ko) lenses which have earned an
enviable reputation for sharpness, durability and their relatively
fast maximum apertures despite their compact size.
The 1960s saw the launch of the Olympus Trip 35 camera which
did more to place a 35mm camera in households around the
planet than any other design before or since. The camera was
ruggedly made from metal and boasted a simple-to-understand
automatic light metering system that set speeds and apertures.
The camera could “not take a
bad photo” as the mechanism
locked if the picture was over or
underexposed. In addition, it did
not require batteries as the light
metering system was powered
by the very same light used to
capture the image via Cds cells.
The lead designer of these two products, Maitani Yoshihisa, led
the team that stunned the world in 1973 with the smallest – at
the time – professional SLR with full system backup: The OM-1.
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In the world of SLR camera design and marketing there are two
distinct periods of history: Pre OM-1 and post OM-1.
The OM system changed the course of SLR camera design and
helped to popularise the concept of an affordable, portable and
reliable SLR system camera.
Olympus followed this up
with the OM-2 which
heralded many firsts. It was
the first camera that
provided TTL (through the
lens)
flash
exposure
metering. This system is
used on every D-SLR
camera today. In addition,
the TTL metering (Known as Off The Film or OTF) was also used
during the actual exposure during normal daylight. This provided
an accurate and infallible exposure system. A legacy feature of
that system is still incorporated in modern E-series cameras today
– peep under the mirror and you will see that the first shutter
curtain is coated in a neutral grey colour – this permits accurate
metering and flash exposure after the mirror has lifted, right up
to the moment when the actual exposure begins. No other digital
SLR has such a system with competitors relying on a “memory”
circuit that locks in the value measured just before the mirror
flips-up.
In 1986 Olympus introduced
the OM-4Ti. This camera was
the first in the world to offer
“full-synchro flash” at all
shutter speeds via the FP flash
mode. This is another system
now used by every D-SLR
manufacturer. In addition to
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this, it was also the first SLR camera to offer multi-spot metering
with Highlight and Shadow bias which is still used on top-line
professional cameras today – most notably the ubiquitous EOS-1
series from Canon.
The year 1985 saw the introduction of the OM-40 with ESP
(Electro Selective Pattern) metering. This was the forerunner of
the multi-pattern light metering systems in use by every major
camera manufacturer today.
With the change to digital sensors, Olympus continued to
innovate and the company was the first to offer in-camera sensor
cleaning systems when it launched the E-1 in 2003. This
pioneering and vital technology is only now being used on a
wider scale by other manufacturers while it has been standard on
every Olympus four-thirds D-SLR ever since the launch of the
venerable E-1 – giving Olympus a 5 year head-start in this
particular field which is why it is widely proclaimed as the most
effective system of its kind on the market.
The Olympus E-330 introduced the concept of “live view” to the
realm of D-SLR photography in 2005 and this is yet another
feature being provided by more and more manufacturers as the
first decade of the new century heads to a close.
Overall, Olympus cameras have quietly heralded many now
commonplace features and so while the company is not
commonly seen as one of the “big players” in the market, it is in
fact big on ideas and innovation and without Olympus cameras
and the new technologies the company is constantly introducing
to the market, the world of photography would be the poorer.
OLYMPUS CAMERAS DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Overall the design philosophy of Olympus cameras is to try and
make the camera – and the technology around which the
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instrument is constructed – as transparent as possible when in
the photographer’s hands. That is to say the company hopes to
make the camera “disappear” when it is in use.
“I am working towards ‘no camera at all’ – a seamless link

between your mind’s eye and the printed photograph. That is
perhaps far in the future but it is my ideal. For now, we work so
that the tool is not so complicated to use that it becomes the
focus of your attention. It should allow you to instinctively
express you vision without imposing its technical will on you. It
must never interfere with your ability to capture the photograph
you have in mind.”
Maitani- Olympus Pursuit, 1984.
Effectively, to this day, the Olympus designers strive to make the
camera do as much of the technical drudgery of photography for
you as possible. This is done so as to leave you free to
concentrate your energies on composing the image you have in
mind - and selecting just the right moment at which to trip the
shutter. The idea is to make the focus of your time the pleasure
of making photographs, not the handling of equipment and the
performance of intricate calculations regarding exposure, lenses
and flash ratios.
THE FOUR THIRDS SYSTEM
The Four-Thirds system is, to date, the only “designed for digital”
photographic system on the market. When Olympus regarded the
world of the D-SLR before launching its first product, it was felt
that a new approach was needed for the new digital technology.
Accordingly the company partnered with other firms – Leica,
Panasonic, Sigma, Kodak and Fuji – to arrive at a common
standard for a digital imaging system. The sensor decided upon
was only part of the solution. Other aspects such as the manner
in which lenses and cameras transfer data, the coupling of flash
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units, the size of the image circle cast by the lenses as well as
the distance between the last lens element and the sensor itself
were all agreed upon and bound into a single standard.
Key to top performance was a near telecentric lens design which
ensures that the light from the image always strikes the sensor
at, or as near as possible to, 90 degrees. This avoids vignetting
(the darkening of the corners of the image) which can be caused
by using older lenses designed for film use on a digital sensor.
Proof that this was a far sighted innovation is found in the fact
that modern top-end D-SLRs have dedicated software to process
images where vignetting has been caused through the use of
lenses not designed for digital imaging.

The benefits of near telecentric lens design for digital systems
as defined in the Four Thirds standard is shown in these
diagrammes
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Telecentric lenses are also responsible for the characteristic
deeply saturated, evenly illuminated blue skies and bright yet
faithful colours found in photographs taken on any Olympus Eseries cameras.
Another major benefit of the Four-Thirds system is that it was
made an “open system” whereby any interested manufacturer
may make use of the standard if it so wishes. This offers users of
Four-Thirds cameras such as the Olympus E-3 the benefit of not
being “tied in” to a single brand when deciding on an upgrade
path, new lenses or a back-up unit. All participating
manufacturer’s lenses, flashguns and camera bodies are
interchangeable with one another.
Finally, a further benefit of the decision to utilise the 4/3 sensor
is that the aspect ratio (the ratio between width and height)
exactly mirrors that of a standard computer monitor and a
standard TV set. It also mirrors the aspect ratio of a number of
standard photographic paper sizes (6x8 inches, 8x10 inches,
12x16 inches etc). This means that what is captured on the
sensor can be fully produced (or viewed on screen) without the
need to crop the edges of the frame.
For professional photographers this – coupled to the E-3’s 100%
viewfinder coverage – means that “what you see is what you’ll
get” when viewing the subject and later printing the image. This
can be a great time saver as it can prevent you having to “think
the crop factor” when framing your photographs.
For a full history of the Four-Thirds system, a description of its
philosophy and a potted-history of the design and development
of the E-3 in particular visit the following web-sites:
www.four-thirds.org
www.olympus-esystem.com
www.olympus-europa.com
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PART ONE
GET TO KNOW YOUR E-3
The E-3 is, despite first appearances, a simple camera to operate.
Each button has a specific shape and/or its position on the
camera has been carefully considered according to the frequency
of its use so that it is difficult – once you are familiar with the
machine – to confuse the function of any given control. The
designers intended for you, once you are familiar with the
camera, to be able to operate it without having to remove it from
your eye.
POWER OPTIONS
The E-3 can be powered by any one of 5 potential power source
combinations when taken in combination with the power grip
HLD-4 or the mains power supply AC-1.

Power sources can include:
•
•

•
•
•

3 x Lithium 3v batteries in the plastic holder LBH-1.
1 x BLM-1 Lithium-Ion battery (Shared with the E300/330/500/510/520 cameras in the E-system lineup).
2 x BLM-1 batteries in the HLD-4 grip
6 x AA Alkaline or Nickel-Metal-Hydride batteries in the
HLD-4 grip.
The AC-1 mains power supply.

As your camera is supplied, however, it will have one BLM-1
battery and the appropriate charger (BCM-1 – the “quick” charger
or the BCM-2) depending on your market region.
CHARGING THE BLM-1 (UMPg11; 133)
The BLM-1 typically takes – according to Olympus – 2 hours to
fully charge the battery when it is exhausted. In practice,
however, the author has found that charge times seldom exceed
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90 minutes on a battery that has been previously cycled through
a charge/discharge session.
Usefully, however, the BCM-1 charger has a charge-completed
indicator which lights green when charging is complete so there
is no need for stop-watches or guesswork.
When you place a battery onto the charger, the charge-state light
will normally glow a constant red while charging a depleted
battery and turn green once charging is completed.
If the red lamp starts flashing after a few seconds of having
glowed steadily, it means that the inner monitoring circuit of your
battery, or the cells themselves, are faulty and the cell cannot be
re-charged. Should this occur then the battery must be replaced
as there is no user-accessible method to remedy the problem.
HLD-4 GRIP
The HLD-4 grip provides an additional power supply by means of
being able to accommodate either up to 2x BLM-1 batteries or 6x
AA cells in its base. Additionally, the grip provides a second set of
function buttons, input dials and shutter release for comfortable
photography when holding the camera system vertically – this is
especially useful when doing portraiture with longer lenses as the
additional mass provides a well-balanced entity which is easy to
handle.
POWER USER TIP: If using the HLD-4 grip it is vital that you have the
camera firmware upgrade 1.1 or later for full functionality of the HLD-4
grip to be enjoyed. The 1.0 version of the firmware does not fully
support the power level indications when using AA batteries and the
ratio of input of the main and sub-dials of the grip to the reaction on
the displays has been optimised in firmware version 1.1. and higher.
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LET’S TAKE A TOUR OF YOUR E-3
In this section we will give you a quick tour of your camera. In
later sections, each dedicated to a particular feature, we will go
“in-depth” to fully discuss the various features and options
offered by the camera as well as detailing how to customise any
given feature or operation.
First, however, let’s start a “walk around” tour of the buttons and
dials.
When viewing the camera
from the top, with the lens
facing forwards, the three
buttons to the left of the
viewfinder each control the
adjustment of one of two
functions depending which
input wheel (situated in front
of the shutter button or
below the large LCD display)
is rotated.
As it arrives from the
factory,
depressing
any
given button will change the
function shown on the
button if the rear input
wheel (under the LCD display) is turned. If the front input wheel
(under the shutter button plinth) is turned while pressing any
given button, then the item shown on the marking on the
viewfinder housing (to the right of the actual button itself) will be
adjusted.
Another way to think of this is that the wheel under the LCD
display is to the “left” of the shutter button (i.e. It changes the
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“left” most function of the two) and the front input wheel is
further to the right of the rear wheel thus operating the function
marked on the right of the button. You can, however, change
which input wheel changes the left or right function using the
custom setting menu if you wish to do so.
The rearmost two buttons have a marking to their left called BKT
and a line joining them. This indicates that you need to press
both buttons down at the same time to activate the Auto
Exposure Bracketing feature of the camera. Depress both buttons
and turn an input dial to select from the available choices.
Finally, the COPY marking next to the light meter symbol
indicates that, when both an xD and CF/Microdrive card are in
the camera, pressing the button will permit you to copy all, or
selected images from one card to the other. (UMPg92)
At the front left of the viewfinder
housing is a uniquely shaped button
that raises the built-in flash unit
when required. It is marked with the
flash “lightning” symbol and the
word UP.
To the right of the viewfinder housing and running along the
front edge of the LCD display are four uniquely shaped or profiled
buttons. Each button has a single function according to its
marking.
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The small round button closest to the viewfinder is set flush with
the surface and this activates a light to illuminate the LCD display
when needed. The light is switched off again by pressing the
button or if the camera’s main power switch is turned off.
Next to this is a raised button, twice as large as the first, which
changes the white-balance setting of the camera. Depressing the
button and turning either input wheel will cycle through the
available white balance settings. The icons on the LCD display will
change with every “click” of an input wheel. Changes are also
displayed in the viewfinder by removing the shooting information
and displaying a WB icon with an appropriate code.
To the right of the white balance button you will find (and feel) a
dome shaped button with a raised bump on the top. This is the
exposure compensation control button. Depressing this button
and turning either input wheel will allow you to adjust exposure
bias to your desired setting. The setting remains as set until you
reset it again either by depressing the button and turning an
input wheel or by re-setting the camera. This button also flips
any displayed image on the main screen 90 degrees with every
push.
The last of the four buttons is a round button protected to its left
by a raised plinth in the camera body. This button allows you to
change the effective ISO rating of the sensor by depressing it
and turning any of the two input wheels.
A line joins the two buttons on the right and is marked RESET.
Holding the two buttons down together for more than 2 seconds
will restore the camera to the factory default settings. Holding
the two buttons down while turning an input dial will permit you
to reset either of the two custom settings groups. (UMPg33)
In front of this row of buttons you will find the shutter button. It
has two distinct stages of operation. Light pressure sets the auto
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focus and exposure metering systems in motion (depending on
your selection of the activation method as it is possible to
separate the commencement of auto focusing from the shutter
button and use the AEL/AFL button instead) and the next stage
will trip the shutter.
It is easy to “get the hang” of the pressure needed to lock the
focus/exposure and the camera will emit a beep once these are
locked. Of course, a beep could be a problem when absolute
silence is needed (when trying to get that prize-winning shot of a
sound-sensitive South American Jaguar for example…) so the
beep can be switched-off. There is a distinct feel to the shutter
button’s travel as it reaches the point of tripping the shutter.
Practice and you will soon have it bang-on.
Tucked away down below the shutter button, below a distinctive
lip moulded into the body casing, is the sub-input dial. Use this or
the rear dial to adjust settings once a particular function button
has been pressed.
You can also set this dial to adjust exposure bias instead. This
means you can simply dial-in the desired amount of exposure
compensation without having to press the +/- button first. If the
flash is activated or an Olympus FL-series flash is attached, this
function can be used to control the flash output.
Choices…choices…
Nestled snugly out of the way on the bottom of the
front face of the camera is the depth of field preview
button. Pressing this in any mode will stop the lens
down (darkening the viewfinder if a small aperture is
set) so that you can check the actual area of sharp
focus in the shot.
POWER USER TIP: If you have set the Fn button to
activate the LIVE PREVIEW mode, pushing the preview
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button on the front face of the E-3 will automatically switch the camera
to live view mode with the aperture stopped-down to permit viewing of
depth of field on the monitor. So, if your camera has ever appeared to
“…suddenly switch to live preview mode for no reason…” check your
setting of the Fn button!

Right, now back to the top of the camera. Dominating this is the
LCD display. The graphic below shows you the most common
indications you could see on the display and their equivalents in
the viewfinder display
Other indications will appear as and when you press a function
and/or setting button.
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Just below the LCD display, to the right of the main input wheel,
you will find two buttons. The dome-shaped one at the extreme
right marked with three squares in a bracket [- - -] allows you to
change the focus area (from among the 11 available) to suit your
particular requirements.
Press the button and look through the viewfinder while turning
any of the input dials to change the position of the active zone.
The zone you have selected will glow red. (On the LCD display a
bar will appear to show you which zone is selected and on the
display screen at the rear of the camera a graphic similar to the
viewfinder will appear with the chosen selected area shown in
yellow).
To the left of the domed AF area selector button you will find a
round, flat button marked Fn. This is the custom function button
and you can allocate any one of a number of control settings to
this button via the custom settings menu (Tools menu 1, B –
BUTTON DIAL – Fn FUNCTION).(UMPg99)
When you have set a function to be activated by this button, you
need only to press the Fn button with your thumb to instantly
access the pre-set feature.
If you move your thumb to the left of the Fn button, you will find
a slightly larger round button set into a scalloped recess above
the main input dial. This is the AEL/AFL (Auto Exposure
Lock/Auto Focus start/lock) button.
The main aim of this button is to allow you to lock either the
exposure setting determined by the camera for an off-centre
subject – and you can programme the button to do so only while
you depress it or until you press it again (a memory effect) or
you can set the button to start auto focus operation when
depressed and allocate the AEL operation to the shutter button
instead.
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There are other combinations depending on whether you have
set AF operation to S-AF or C-AF mode. A full table of options is
presented in the camera manual and also on page 35 of this
guide.
Slide your thumb down,
past the main input dial
and just below you will see
(and feel) a crescent
shaped recess with a round
button marked with a
green  symbol. Pressing
this will display your last
image on the display
screen if the screen is
turned to face outwards. If
the screen is turned
inwards (i.e. The Olympus
logo is facing outwards)
and locked in place, this
button is de-activated and
will not do anything.
Assuming the screen is turned outwards (or is unclipped from its
recess) you will see your last photograph displayed on the
screen. You will notice that there are three other green markings
on the camera. There is one either side of the main input dial and
another one next to the AEL/AFL button. When the green play
button is depressed and an image is displayed on the screen the
functions marked in green are operated by the relevant controls.
So, if an image is displayed and you turn the main input dial
towards the chequerboard symbol to the left of the dial, the
image will progressively change to smaller thumbnails with each
click of the wheel. The sequence (as shipped) should be:
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4 thumbnails, 9 thumbnails, 16 thumbnails, 25 thumbnails and
then a calendar view.
Once at the calendar view you can use the directional arrows
surrounding the OK button on the rear of the camera to move
the green highlight box to any given day. Once you have selected
a day, pressing the OK button will display a full-screen view of
the first image taken on that particular date. You can also move
the main input dial one click to the right and the first image of
any particular date selected will appear as a full-screen view.
Arrow pad
The arrow pad area is the dominant control group on the rear of
the camera. It consists of the four directional arrows
(UP/DOWN/LEFT/RIGHT) surrounding a round button
marked OK.
This is the main “steering wheel” of the camera and allows you to
move any menu highlight option, any target box, any viewfinder
target area and/or to confirm any input selection you may have
made. (The shutter button, however, also acts as an OK button
to confirm selections made so you do not always have to keep
your thumb fit!)
Whenever the Super Control Panel is displayed on the rear
screen, the arrow pad can be used to change settings without
having to press the particular function button before changing a
setting.
As an example, let’s say we wanted to change the AF mode
setting of the camera. Activate the super control panel by
pressing the INFO button. Now press the OK button in the
middle of the arrow-pad. The ISO box will be highlighted. Now
press the right arrow key once and the down arrow key twice.
The AF control box will now be highlighted. Press the OK button
again and the AF MODE menu will be called-up. Press the right
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arrow key to select the function you want and then press OK
again to confirm your choice.

Another way to do this is to press the OK button to place a
yellow cursor box on a control option. Use the arrow pad keys to
move the cursor so that it highlights the control you wish to
change.
Now, turn any of the input dials on the camera and observe the
highlighted cursor box. Each click of the input dial will cycle the
highlighted display box to the next available option for the control
you have highlighted. As an example, let’s change the AF mode
again but by using the input dials and the arrow pad in
combination to speed up the process.
Below the arrow pad you will find a round button marked IS.
This controls the status of the image stabiliser built-into the
camera.
There are two main settings and one sub-option for this. Pressing
the button and using the arrow keys or input dials will scroll
through the options IS1 and IS2.
IS1 compensates for vertical and horizontal camera movements
and is thus a good general purpose setting for most photography.
IS2 only compensates for vertical movement. This permits you to
do panning shots (tracking of moving vehicles, running athletes
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etc.) without the camera trying to “cancel out” the sideways
movement as you swing the camera to follow your subject.
If the camera has been set to LIVE VIEW mode, pressing this
button in will activate the image stabiliser (you will hear and feel
a vibration as the sensor movement mechanism gets to work)
but, if you are hand-holding the camera, the image on the screen
will stabilise noticeably. This is even more apparent if you are
using a long lens.
As this operation uses a lot of battery power, and is of limited
practical use unless you need to home-in on an area of small
detail that is difficult to observe without the stabiliser being
active, it is not suggested that it be used as an everyday option.
Remember, that while the camera is built to a high standard of
durability, one second of operation of the stabiliser in live-view
mode is the equivalent (in working life terms) of taking 30 frames
at 1/30 second shutter speed with the stabiliser activated. It is
the author’s suggestion that it only be used in live view mode
when absolutely necessary. It is better to use a tripod if you
intend using the live-view mode with long lenses for extended
periods where stability is required.
Situated below the IS button is the ON/OFF switch. Move the
lever from OFF to ON and you will see a small blue light pulsing
to the left of the switch. This indicates operation of the
Supersonic Wave Filter (SSWF) which is activated whenever the
camera is switched-on, a lens has been changed or when live
view mode is de-activated.
If the IS setting is at either of the active modes (IS1 or IS2),
then you will feel and hear a vibrating sound for about a second
when switching the camera off. This is normal and is due to the
IS system re-setting itself.
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Some professional users have reported that, in isolated instances,
if your battery is about to be exhausted the activation of the resetting mechanism might just be enough to “tip the balance” of
available power so that the re-setting cycle can be activated but
not fully completed. In such a case the camera may continue
vibrating but not be able to complete the re-setting sequence. To
solve the problem simply remove the battery and fully re-charge
it. When you re-insert it into the camera the camera will
complete the re-set sequence and all will be well again.
If the IS is not set (i.e. it is selected as “Off”) then no noise
and/or vibration will be felt when the camera is switched-off.
The final “thumb control” is to the right of the main power switch
and is the card cover lock lever. Pulling this to the right will flip
open the card cover door on the right of the camera. This
provides access to the Compact Flash (CF) or xD card slots. To
insert a CF card, slide it into the slot (you cannot put it in “back
to front” as it is “keyed” with grooves to match the camera slot)
and gently push it home onto the pins by pressing on the middle
of the outer edge. DO NOT press along the outer edges of
the CF card as this might mis-align the card slightly with the
mating pins in the camera body and bend or otherwise damage
them. Such damage is not covered by the manufacturer’s
warranty and will result in the camera having to be sent to a
repair facility to have that part of the circuit board replaced at
considerable cost.
The system is pretty robust, however and you would have to be
really ham-fisted to do damage to the pins but – especially if you
are using a low-cost/low quality CF card with poor moulding
around the pin receptors and/or you try and rush the process by
applying brute force to the card – it is possible to bend a pin
without realising it. Be warned!
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The xD slot operation is a simple push to insert and lock in
place/push to eject system similar to the system used with SD
cards and memory stick cards.
You can operate the camera with a CF card and an xD card
loaded. This expands the available on-board memory and you
can simply switch between the cards in use by using the supercontrol panel and/or the appropriate menu option.
The row of buttons below the main display monitor are, from left
to right, the ERASE button, the INFO button, the MENU button
and the LIVE VIEW button.

When an image is displayed on the screen, pressing the ERASE
button will bring up a menu dialogue with ERASE in red letters
atop the image and a bracket symbol indicating where the image
is stored [CF] or [xD] card. The default option which will be
highlighted in yellow is NO. You need to use the arrow pad or the
main input dial to move the highlight bar to YES. Press the OK
button to confirm.
POWER USER TIP A menu option permits you to set the ERASE
button to immediately delete any image which is being displayed when
the button is pressed without asking for further confirmation. This can
be useful when working quickly although it is the author’s suggestion
that the standard setting be used as the default option to provide a
double safeguard against accidental erasure of vital photographs.
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Next, second from the left is the INFO button. Pressing this
without any image on the screen calls-up the super control panel
display. Pressing the INFO button again removes the display. A
custom setting option permits the super control panel to be
displayed every time the camera is turned on but the default
setting is to leave the screen blank until the INFO button is
pressed. This saves battery power and avoids blinding you when
photographing in dark areas as it makes it easier to view through
the viewfinder without flare from the screen below shining into
your eye.
If an image has been displayed on the screen, pressing the INFO
button cycles the display through various information screens.
Each screen offers progressively more information about the
image being viewed at the time.
Second from right and next in line is the MENU button. Pressing
this button will call up the menu display which consists of two
camera function pages, one playback page and two tools setting
pages. Use the right arrow pad key to move over from the page
highlights to the actual page. Then use the UP/DOWN arrow
pad keys to select the item to be edited.
The button at the right edge of the row is the LIVE VIEW
activation button. Pressing this flips the mirror out the way and
switches-on the live view facility whereby you can use the main
display screen to view your subject. This is especially useful for
shooting over a crowd, to do low angle or other “difficult” shots
where it is not practical to view through the viewfinder.
As an example one photojournalist has used this option to
photograph a gang battle in an unrest area. He held the camera
out past the buildings viewing the scene on the display while he
remained safe from any stray bullets flying around in the vicinity.
Your need may not be as dramatic but suffice to say that this E-3
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user regards the swivel screen and live view as one of the vital
features of the camera!
If the LIVE VIEW option is activated then you cannot view your
subject through the viewfinder (of course!) and focus operations
need the mirror to drop down before restoring live-view
functionality. Pressing the AEL/AFL button will perform this
operation. Pressing the shutter button will not produce an instant
response from the shutter as the mirror will first flip down, focus
will be set and then the shot will be taken before the mirror is
raised again for LIVE VIEW to be available again. This mode is,
however, useful for studio work/still life photography where
speed is not of the essence.
Switching the camera off during live view operation will result in
the mirror dropping down before the camera switches off. When
powered-on again, the camera will return to live view mode
provided the main battery has not been removed in the interim.
Pressing INFO during LIVE VIEW will call up various sets of
information super-imposed over your subject. This can include
scale lines, the golden section (rule of thirds) lines, the super
control panel or shooting information such as shutter speed,
aperture and ISO settings. White balance adjustments are also
applied in real time so that you can accurately gauge the results
to be obtained. A magnified view of the subject is also available.
So, now that you are a bit more familiar with the geography of
the E-3, let’s get down to the really good stuff!
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PART TWO
CHOICES, CHOICES, CHOICES…
The E-3 is a highly customisable camera. For every vital camera
function there are numerous methods of setting the machine to
do your bidding. There are so many in fact that many owners
may not even have scratched the surface of what can be set,
changed or “tweaked” to make the camera an intuitive extension
of the mind and body.
In order to make the mass of options more understandable, we
will address them by breaking the areas into the following topics:
Exposure
Focus
Playback
Menus.
Each section will deal in-depth with all the possible options
available which are pertinent to the topic of discussion. Once
again we will make reference to the user manual for any given
subject in order to make it easy to cross-reference topics to the
manufacturer’s guide.
Got a cup of tea and a nibble? Right, let’s dive-in…

EXPOSURE CONTROL
METERING – AE LOCK – COMPENSATION – PROGRAMME MODES
- FLASH EXPOSURE
METERING
The E-3 offers you 5 (yes five!) light metering options. Until the
latter part of 2008, the Olympus D-SLR cameras were virtually
unique in offering a method of biasing exposure towards
highlight or shadow areas at the push of a button.
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In the digital age, where dynamic range and highlight burn-out
are factors to consider for any serious photographer, the ability
to carefully meter the lighting in any scene is vital.
Therefore, the available metering options presented on the E-3
are as follows:
• Electro-Selective Pattern (ESP) or “pattern”
metering.
• Centre-weighted averaging metering.
• Central area spot metering.
• Highlight bias spot metering.
• Shadow bias spot metering.
Selecting the light metering option you desire is accomplished in
any of the following ways (UMpg46):
• Press the button next to the prism housing marked AF
and turn the front input dial. If the super control panel
is turned off (i.e. the screen is closed) then observe
the metering icon on the top LCD screen or look
through the viewfinder. The metering icon (which will
be the only icon on display while the AF button is
pressed) It will change to indicate the chosen pattern
in the sequence of Pattern, Centre Weighted, Spot,
Spot Hi, and Spot Sh. Refer to the diagrammes to see
what each icon represents.
• If the main screen is turned outwards, pressing the AF
button will highlight the options that can be set while
the AF button is pressed on the super control panel.
Turn the front input dial a click at a time and the
same setting sequence as above will be seen – either
on the LCD panel or through the viewfinder as well as
on the super control panel. Once you have selected
the option you require simply let go of the AF button.
• You can also make this setting via the super control
panel only. Press the INFO button and then press the
Down arrow pad once and then the RIGHT arrow pad
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twice to highlight the metering icon. If you now press
the OK button again you will see an options screen
whereupon you can set the desired metering pattern
by using the LEFT/RIGHT arrow pads. Alternatively,
you can turn the main input dial to highlight the
option you want. Press either the shutter button or
the OK button to confirm your selection.
POWER USER TIP: The author and most professional users of the E-3
suggest that you get into the habit of using the function button plus the
main/sub input dial to make selections. Alternatively, if using the super
control panel get into the habit of using the input dials to change and
the shutter button to confirm selections as these options offer the
fastest methods of changing settings on the camera.

ELECTRO SELECTIVE PATTERN EXPLAINED
The ESP metering system utilises a look-up table stored in the
camera’s on-board computer to match the pattern of light/dark
areas in the scene being photographed to representative patterns
and exposure combinations obtained from analyzing thousands of
photographs. The scene in the E-3 viewfinder is divided into 49
zones and each zone is measured individually to build-up a
pattern of light/dark zones. This pattern is then “matched” to one
in the memory and the appropriate exposure setting for the
particular pattern, ISO setting and lens is then referenced.
For most difficult lighting situations one might encounter,
especially in contrasty backlit situations, the ESP system is pretty
much bang-on every time. This holds true for most horizontal
compositions and most vertical compositions. However, there are
times when the system can be fooled because your main point of
interest is simply too small and too dark and/or too bright and
too small (in relation to the rest of the scene) and the measured
pattern yields a fairly even range of light values. This is especially
applicable to small subjects which are placed against an evenly lit
background that is a number of light values different to the main
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subject. You could ameliorate this by using ESP+AF which links
the “focus” of the pattern to the AF target being used.(UMPg46)
CENTRE WEIGHTED METERING
In cases where the ESP metering is not especially suitable, the
good old fashioned centre-weighted averaging metering system
will provide a solution as you can stop the camera looking
“everywhere” and narrow down its metering area to cover, in the
main, just your subject.
Generally, the area measured by the centre-weighted system is
that region of the viewfinder that falls within an imaginary circle
that encompasses the central square array of 9 focusing points.
While the rest of the frame is also measured to a degree, roughly
80% of the meter’s focus lies within this area.
POWER USER TIP: If your subject is too far for the centre weighted
area to cover in full, but too close for you to switch to spot metering,
find an area nearby – in the same light and the same colour as your
main subject – that fully covers the centre-weighted area and meter
that by swinging the camera to that area and pressing the AEL button.
Keep the AEL button pressed down and re-compose your photograph
before pushing the shutter button.

SPOT METERING
When photographing a subject that is a small area of the overall
scene, such as a bird against a bright sky, a boat on sunlit water
or similar subjects, the spot meter is the best option to use. This
metering option measures the light from the subject within the
confines of the circular marking visible around the central
focusing point in the viewfinder.
Move the camera so that the portion of the subject you deem
important is covered by the circle. Now press and hold down the
AEL button. Keep it pressed while you re-compose the scene the
way you wish it to be. While keeping the button depressed, push
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the shutter release fully. Your subject should now be correctly
exposed.
POWER USER TIP: You can set the AEL button to “memory” setting
so that you do not have to keep it pressed down to retain the meter
reading you have “locked-in”. This is useful if you are doing a sequence
of the same subject (like a bird on a branch) as it avoids you having to
re-set the exposure off the subject after each frame is exposed. You will
need, however, to remember to press the AEL button again to clear any
retained reading. (UMpg99)

A very useful custom setting option is available that permits you
to dictate the type of metering to be used at the moment when
the AEL button is pressed. This permits you to leave the camera
meter set to – for example – ESP mode but, at the touch of the
AEL button, to switch to spot metering.
This makes a lot of sense as one usually only needs to use AEL
when your subject forms a small part of the overall scene.
Avoiding the need to first push a function button or access a
menu to switch metering modes saves valuable seconds –
especially when photographing birds or other subjects that tend
to be set against a bright background.
This option does not affect any memory setting that you may
have programmed for the AEL button. Thus it would be possible
to have the meter switch to spot metering and to hold the
metered value in memory until the AEL button is pressed again
to clear the memorised reading.
SPOT METERING WITH HIGHLIGHT BIAS [ • ] Hi
If the meter mode is set to Spot-Hi, then the measurement taken
in the spot metering area will automatically be biased to provide
clean, crisp white areas. This means, of course, that one would
first aim the spot at an area of white in the photograph and then
press AEL.
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When the light meter is set to Spot-Hi, the reading obtained
from within the spot meter circle is continually adjusted to
“lighten” the area being measured. This is accomplished by
adding to the exposure time that would otherwise be set with a
“normal reading”. The reading will result in, for example, a
western style white wedding dress coming out as white on the
photograph and not a dulled-down average off-white tending
towards grey.
SPOT METERING WITH SHADOW BIAS [ • ] Sh
This option provides deep, dark, richly textured black areas in the
photograph. When the meter is set to Spot-Sh the reading
obtained within the metering area is continually adjusted to
shorten the “normal” exposure time. This ensures that black
areas are rendered as black and not blue-grey.
POWER USER TIP: If photographing a set where there is a majority of
white (or black) areas – or when shooting a wedding - it makes sense
to set the AEL button to activate either Spot-Hi (or Spot-Sh) as soon as
it is pressed as this will instantly provide a method to emphasise the
dominant area without first having to dial in exposure compensation
settings and/or delving into camera settings to change the metering
mode between shots. For example, you could set the metering mode to
Spot-Hi and the AEL metering to Spot-Sh in order to have both options
available at the touch of a button. (UMPg103)

ALTERNATIVE AEL OPTIONS
There are numerous methods available to lock the exposure
and/or focus and these operate either via the AEL button and/or
the shutter button. These options are subject to limitations
depending on whether you are using Single AF, Continuous AF
or Manual AF.
The options can be set via the custom settings menu and are
detailed in the table shown here:
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AF Mode
[S-AF]
Mode 1
Mode-2
Mode-3
[C-AF]
Mode 1
Mode-2
Mode-3
Mode 4
[MF]
Mode 1
Mode-2
Mode-3

Shutter
Half Pressure

Focus
S-AF
S-AF
Focus
C-AF start
C-AF start
Focus
-

Exposure
Locked
Locked
Exposure
Locked
Locked
Exposure
Locked
Locked

Shutter
Full Pressure
Focus
Focus
Locked
Locked
Locked
Locked
Focus
-

Exposure
Locked
Exposure
Locked
Locked
Exposure
Locked
-

AEL/AFL
Button Down
Focus
S-AF
Focus
C-AF start
C-AF start
Focus
S-AF

Exposure
Locked
Locked
Exposure
Locked
Locked
Exposure
Locked
Locked
-

EXPOSURE HISTOGRAM
After you have taken a photograph you can obtain some useful
information during playback setting by pressing the INFO button
four times. This will call up a full-spectrum histogram of the tonal
distribution in the photograph.
In short, a histogram displays a graphic representation of the
dark (on the left), mid-tone (in the middle) and highlight (on the
right) areas of your photograph.
Unless you intended the image to be dark and moody with lots of
black areas in it, a histogram that displays a graph with lots of
data clustered against the left edge of the graph is not good as
this indicates a lot of dark areas without detail.
Likewise, a histogram showing a lot of data pushed up against
the right edge of the graph is not happy news either unless there
is supposed to be vast areas of white devoid of detail in the shot.
Ideally a histogram will have nothing clustered against either
margin and all the detail spread between the two points – unless
of course you are purposely shooting a high or low contrast
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subject such as in Spot-Hi or Spot-Shadow metering modes. In a
case where there are no spikes at either end of the histogram,
and the graph starts and ends near the edges, you have used the
entire tonal range available to you and your metering was correct
for the general tone of the entire scene.
If you press the INFO button once again the image will display
blocks of white where there is no detail present. If the areas
highlighted in this manner are not “mission critical” (i.e. you do
not mind that they have no detail in them) then you need not
worry any further.
If, however, your main motif has a great white block flashing all
over it then you will know that you have badly over-exposed the
image and need to try again. The solutions to the problem of
over-exposure are:
• Use the spot meter and measure off the main subject
using the AEL function.
• Take the subject again as before but press the +/button and turn the rear input dial to set -1.0, -2.0 etc.
• Use the bracketing function.
• Reduce the ISO setting in cases of gross over-exposure.
If you press the INFO button after viewing the highlight areas,
the blocks flashing (if there are any) will indicate the areas of the
scene where there are solid blocks of black without detail. As
before, you can steer around the problem by using the three
options described above but in this case – if using the +/compensation setting, you need to turn the dial to set a +1.0,
+2.0 or similar setting that increases the exposure bias.
POWER USER TIP: It is possible to use the custom functions settings
menu to allocate the +/- compensation function to either the main
(rear) or sub (front) input dial. This removes the need to first press the
+/- button before turning the dial to adjust compensation making the
use of this function faster and more immediate. Different functions can
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be allocated depending upon the main operational mode set on the
camera. Thus you could have shutter speed on the rear dial and
aperture on the front dial in M mode but the aperture/shutter on the
rear dial and compensation value on the front dial in A and S mode a
but one example of the options available. (UMPg97)

EXPOSURE BRACKETING
Another sure-fire, and fast, method of ensuring correct exposure
is to make use of the AEB (Auto Exposure Bracketing) function
offered by the E-3.
In effect, this produces a sequence of photographs of any given
image with differing exposure settings. The camera permits 3 or
five frame sequences to be exposed at intervals of 1/3 of an
exposure value difference up to a maximum of 1EV value.
You can then pick the best one once you come to view the
pictures. This function is especially useful if you are
photographing a never-to-be-repeated scene where you cannot
possibly re-create the scene.

Exposure bracketing is an easily used function – especially
nowadays where it is possible to store thousands of images on a
memory device without having to re-load after just a few frames
as in the silver-halide film days.
To activate the bracketing function, you can either:
• Press the MODE and AF buttons simultaneously and
turn the input dial to select the bracketing sequence
you desire
• Press MENU, the DOWN arrow pad once and then
the RIGHT arrow pad key. The AEB function is the
sixth on the list (on the second page of options). Press
the right arrow key again and then select a sequence
from the options displayed.
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If the camera is set to single frame shooting, the camera will take
a photograph in the sequence each time the shutter button is
pressed. If you have not completed the sequence (i.e. you have
taken only one or two frames and not the full three or five
selected) then the AEB signal will blink in the viewfinder display,
the top LCD and on the super control panel.

As soon as the sequence is completed, the AEB symbol will
simply display without blinking. You must RE-SET the AEB
setting you have selected once you have finished shooting AEB
sequences as the camera does not reset once the power has
been switched off.
POWER USER TIP: When making use of AEB it is suggested that you
set the drive mode to continuous shooting Hi. This will take a sequence
of near identical photographs at differing light values in a second,
making it easier to get rapid results. Simply keep your finger on the
shutter button and the camera will fire a burst of 3 or 5 frames
(depending on your AEB selection) and then stop. Press the shutter
button again for another sequence.
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A very useful addition to the AEB function on the E-3 as opposed
to some other professional models on the market is that the AEB
function also operates in MANUAL mode. This makes it possible
for you to, for example, use AEB even though you have set the
camera exposure manually and still benefit from the rapid AEB
setting changes.
In manual mode the camera changes the shutter speed to give
effect to the desired AEB exposure changes. Bear this in mind
when using the camera with studio or other flash units that may
have x-synchronisation limitations. (UMPg 49)
POWER USER TIP: The camera will apply the AEB settings to
exposures values that have been biased through the use of the +/compensation function. Thus you could obtain a wider range than just 2
EV values under or over exposure or you could obtain different AEB
sequences by adjusting the compensation value before shooting in AEB
mode.

ISO BRACKETING
Yet another method of bracketing exposures is to set the ISO
bracketing function. This operates by changing the ISO value
while fixing the shutter/aperture value.
Compensation values are available in 1/3 ISO steps up to a full
step from that set on the camera. If the camera ISO is set to
AUTO, then the compensation is made by adjusting the optimum
value determined by the camera for the first exposure by the
desired adjustment set in the ISO bracketing menu.
The ISO bracketing option is accessed by pressing the MENU
button followed by the DOWN arrow key. Now press the RIGHT
arrow key and then press the UP arrow key once. This will take
you to the last item of the available menu options on the
particular page which, in this case, happens to be the ISO BKT
function. (If you want to exercise your right thumb you can press
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the DOWN arrow pad key 9 times and end up at the same place.
The choice is yours…)
As before the AEB warning appears to indicate that this setting
has been activated. The warning block blinks if the selected
sequence has not yet been completed. (UMPg 51)
POWER USER TIP: If shooting a studio set with flash or HMI lighting,
use of the ISO-BKT function will permit you to obtain bracketed
exposures even though the camera is set to manual. The only downside
to this is possible ISO artefacts arising if the correct exposure happened
to be obtained at a very high ISO value. A solution to that would be to
analyse the images, calculate the correct exposure value at a lower ISO
setting and use that, either by setting the aperture/shutter setting or
increasing the flash/lighting power output.

WHITE BALANCE
White Balance refers to the correction applied by the camera’s
metering system to adjust for light that is not white. We humans
have an automatic white balance programme in our vision system
that always presents an object we expect to appear white (say a
sheet of A4 paper) as white.
This is so whether we are looking at it beside a fire (when it is in
fact yellow/orange) or under a fluorescent light tube (when it is
in fact green/brown). As the camera records the light “as is” (and
anyone remembering the use of daylight film indoors without
flash will attest to this after viewing the orange images they
obtained in those conditions) it is necessary for the digital
processor to adjust the colour balance of all pictures to ensure
that white areas appear normal when the photograph is viewed.
One of the universally praised features of the E-3 is its uncannily
accurate white balance algorithm. It renders true to life colours in
virtually any situation and has, according to anecdotal evidence
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from many happy owners, performed well next to other
professional cameras which, in the same conditions, have
provided wildly inaccurate white balance settings for their users.
The white balance system of the E-3 makes use of two sensors
coupled to the light metering system. The main sensor is situated
behind the opaque white window below the model number on
the right-hand front face of the camera. For the most accurate
readings, take care not to let your fingers obscure this area.
If, however, the area is obscured, the camera will default to a
through the lens reading which is still incredibly accurate
although the fine control available when both sensors are active
is sometimes lost. Generally, however, the white balance of the
E-3 is spot-on every time in virtually all conditions.
The result of this accuracy, however, when using AUTO WB
(Automatic White Balance setting) is that even when you have
warm late afternoon colours from a setting sun, the camera will
present the image as if it was exposed at midday with all colours
correctly balanced. This can ruin the mood of the shot.
The E-3, therefore, permits you to de-activate the auto white
balance setting and to adjust the white-balance to equate to the
type of colouring you would prefer.
If, for example, you wanted to retain the warm feel of a late
afternoon, simply set the white balance setting to DAYLIGHT
and the camera will respond as if it had normal colour film
loaded. The results will have a warmer feel to them. You could
also switch to LIVE VIEW mode and then change the white
balance setting while viewing the scene on the monitor. Each
white balance setting change will show a different representation
of the scene and, once you see the type of result you would like
for your photograph, set that white balance option and then
resume shooting as normal.
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Remember to re-set to AUTO once you have finished your set
otherwise subsequent scenes may have an unwelcome colour
cast to them.
CUSTOM WHITE BALANCE
There are times when the automatic white balance setting cannot
accurately decide which correction to apply. This commonly
occurs in areas of mixed lighting temperatures such as where
video lights, candles and diffused daylight may be present such
as in a marquee. In cases such as these you can apply a custom
white balance setting within a few seconds.
•
•

•
•
•
•

First, set the Fn button to CUSTOM WHITE
BALANCE measurement mode. (UMPg99)
Fill the frame with a sheet of white paper (or use a
white table cloth or similar object) while it is
illuminated by the light source in which shooting will
take place.
Hold down the FN button and press the shutter
button.
The WB screen will appear on the super control
panel.
Select a memory position for the reading (you can
save up to 4 different settings)
Press OK and the data will be saved.

When you turn off the power, the information saved to the
particular memory (1, 2, 3 or 4) is not erased. This makes it
possible to quickly call-up the setting if you return to the location,
such as a floodlit sports stadium that you often visit or a
particular modelling runway.
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WHITE BALANCE BRACKETING
Aside from determining a particular white balance setting and
adjusting the camera to same, you can additionally ask the
camera to bracket any given white balance setting.
The camera does this electronically after taking just one frame.
Thus, other than in the exposure and ISO bracketing features,
one press of the shutter accomplishes the storage of 3 files – the
“as shot” image plus two others with an adjustment to either the
Amber-Blue (AB) cast or to the Green-Magenta (GM) shades
depending on the setting applied.
To activate the WHITE BALANCE BRACKET function, press the
WB and the MODE buttons together while you turn the front
input dial. The LCD display will flash the AEB and the AWB
blocks and display numerical codes indicating the shift set by the
dial. The first code indicates the number of EV step adjustments
that will be applied in the A-B direction and the second code the
amount to be applied in the G-M direction.
You can also access this through the MENU button. Press the
MENU button and then the DOWN arrow pad once. Press the
RIGHT arrow pad key and then push the UP arrow key twice.
This will bring you to the second page of the menu containing the
WB BKT option. Press the RIGHT arrow pad key to access the
setting options available.
WB BKT remains effective until you manually re-set the option.

(UMPg71)
POWER USER TIP: WB BKT can be used irrespective of the pre-set
custom WB setting or the WB setting of the camera (Daylight, flash
etc.) This offers you the opportunity of adding custom colour casts to
images by setting a particular white balance option and then adding
WB BKT casts in either the G-M or A-B directions for some very
interesting colour and contrast effects.
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PROGRAMME MODE
The E-3, in addition to offering shutter priority (S) and aperture
priority (A) modes, has a powerful automatic exposure
calculation function called Programme (P) mode.
Now, for a lot of posers who lay claim to being professional
photographers, the use of the P mode will be derided as not
being “serious” and only used by “losers” who do not know how
to really use a camera.
Disciples of that philosophy could well consider that, in a camera
adjudged as the “Best Advanced Camera in Europe 2008/9”, the
designers would not have wasted time and effort to include an
operational mode that has little or no use.
Let’s investigate P mode a bit more then and see if it could
perhaps, after all, be a serious tool for photographers which – in
the author’s view – it certainly is.
Essentially, when set to P mode, the camera selects an optimum
shutter speed and aperture value setting after taking the
following into account:
• ISO value set
• Focal length of lens in use (or position of zoom)
• Metering information
• Focus distance
• Flash charge/operational status
Lodged inside the firmware of the camera is a look-up table that
contains hundreds of thousands of combinations and once the
parameters have been determined, the closest possible match to
the ruling conditions is selected and the appropriate
aperture/shutter speed value is set in the instant before the
shutter opens.
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Now, hands-up all those professionals who religiously consider
every one of those aspects before every shot in order to
determine a setting for the camera? Really? For every single
frame – even those 3 in the middle of a burst of 15 at 5 frames
per second?
Mmm… Perhaps the P mode is a lot more involved than one
thinks at first. Even the most experienced professional in the
world cannot respond to every subtle change in exposure, lens
focal length, flash angle and other parameters with every single
shot. To have some technical assistance with the mathematics
while you concentrate on the moment and composition of the
photograph should be viewed a welcome sharing of the technical
load.
The reason why many professionals have derided programme
modes, however, is not hard to find. Early programme modes
were rather inflexible and the look-up tables used were fairly
basic in scope. The cameras merely measured the overall
exposure value and chose an aperture/shutter speed combination
from a 45 degree graphical scale. This was not conducive to
ensuring soft focus behind a super-model!
Luckily, however, the E-3 has a programme mode designed to
relieve you of the drudgery but still permit you full creative
control of your image.
When set to normal P mode, the camera will do a very good job
of producing perfectly exposed images. As you increase the focal
length of the lens in use (or zoom) the camera will choose a
higher shutter speed and a wider aperture as a matter of course.
As the angle of the lens widens, smaller apertures and lower
speeds will be used.
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In addition to automatic selection of the shutter/aperture
combination, you can also let the camera set the ISO speed
automatically but you can limit the top range value it may set.
So, you could permit the camera – for example – to select freely
from ISO 100, 200 and 400 and to choose the shutter/aperture
value for you.
For 90% of reportage/documentary work, this setting will allow
you to simply “point and shoot” without having to bother about
any technicalities. It is truly a taste of technical freedom and
gives you an idea of what Maitani was talking about when he
spoke of “…no camera at all…” way back in the 1980s.
However, there are times when you know that the aperture
should be wider or the shutter speed needs to be lower to blur
some action for added effect. This is where PROGRAMME
SHIFT comes into play to make life easier.
PROGRAMME SHIFT (Ps)
Let us assume, for example, that the camera has selected a
combination of f=11 and a shutter value of 1/250 second. Let us
assume further that you would rather have the shutter speed set
to around 1/30 second so that the ballroom dancers in front of
you are captured with some movement in the frame. Simply turn
the main input dial to the left or right and a small “s” will appear
next to the P symbol thus: Ps.
This indicates that the EV value has been locked in the exposure
meter and that the camera is now shifting the shutter/aperture
combination either towards smaller apertures and slower speeds
or towards wider apertures and faster speeds depending on
which way you turn the dial.
The beauty of the E-3 system is that, unlike many other
programme shift modes, the shifted value is not re-set after the
exposure. Thus the aperture or shutter speed value you want to
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use can be “left” in place until you decide to re-set the value to
normal programme or you switch off the camera.

A Graphic representation of a program shift setting

This means, in effect, that you can have a point and shoot
camera that can instantly be “set” to the same effective setting
you would apply in A or S modes by a simple turn of the input
dial.
If you couple this option to the AEB and other bracketing
commands available in the E-3 there is no end to the variety of
settings and results that can be obtained in programme – or
indeed any other – mode on the camera. (Note: Programme shift
does not operate in dedicated flash synchronisation mode)
If the aperture and shutter value display flashes then it is not
possible to set a balanced exposure. Either there is too much
light and over-exposure will be the result or the value to which
the camera has been shifted cannot be correctly matched with
the available aperture or shutter speed range.
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POWER USER TIP: You can set the shift function to change values in
1/3, 2/3 or full EV steps so as to speed up the shift function operation.
This will, if set to 1 EV step as an example, allow you to go from 1/125
second at f=11 to 1/60 sec at f=16 with one “click” of the dial which
can, in some cases, speed up handling.(UMPg103)

A (APERTURE PRIORITY) MODE
This option permits you to select the aperture while the camera
sets the correct shutter speed for you.
The camera will accomplish the shutter speed adjustment within
the range of available settings without reference to the lens in
use and/or any consideration of straying into the “hand shake”
zone (generally anything below 1/30 second with a 25mm 4/3
lens) so you need to keep your wits about you if you are setting
smaller apertures for deep depth of field.
If using a high ISO value and a wide aperture you may see the
shutter speed indicator blinking. This indicates that the required
value needed to balance the aperture/light level is beyond the
1/8000 second maximums peed of the camera.
POWER USER TIP: If the ISO setting is on AUTO the camera will first
push up the ISO setting to the highest possible setting before dropping
the shutter speed below 1/30 second. So, if you are using the A mode
in gloomy conditions, consider making use of AUTO ISO and limiting
the maximum setting to a level of your choice for an almost “fail-safe”
application of A mode

S (SHUTTER PRIORITY) MODE
This option permits you to select the shutter speed while the
camera sets the correct aperture for you.
The camera will accomplish the aperture adjustment within the
range of available settings if at all possible. If the aperture value
indicator blinks then it is not possible to couple the aperture with
the set shutter speed.
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POWER USER TIP: S mode is especially useful for ensuring “handholdable” speeds for sports and other photography when long lenses
are used on the camera. Even though the built-in image stabiliser
extends the hand-holdable range by about 4-5 shutter values, it is still a
good idea to apply the following rule to shutter speed selection to
ensure the sharpest possible shots: Take the 4/3 focal length of the lens
(e.g. 150mm) and multiply that by 2x (in our example = 300). Do not
set a shutter speed below that number (i.e. 1/300 second) See
suggested speeds table in appendices for all Zuiko 4/3 lenses and OM
series lenses used with adapter MF1.

M (MANUAL) MODE
This is where the power-steering, automatic gear change and
anti-skid control is totally dispensed with! When set to M mode
you are totally in charge of the camera. There are, however,
certain automatic functions that can be useful to ease your
workload even though you are in total command of the camera.
These include:
• AUTO ISO
• EXPOSURE BRACKETING
• WHITE BALANCE BRACKETING
• +/- EXPOSURE COMPENSATION
If you set the ISO to AUTO, then you can set a shutter/aperture
combination of your choice and leave the E-3 to adjust the ISO
automatically up or down the scale in order to balance your
exposure. Yes, that’s right, set your favourite aperture and
shutter speed values and fire away! The electronic brain of the E3 will try and save your bacon if at all possible…and remember
that by “topping off” the maximum permissible ISO speed the
camera may use, you can control how far up the ISO range it
goes while making this adjustment for you.
POWER USER TIP: The AUTO ISO facility can be of great use to
balance available light and a manual flash unit in late afternoon fill-flash
conditions. Set ISO to AUTO, adjust the shutter speed to the maximum
x-synchronisation speed and the aperture to the value your flashgun
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suggests. Then fire away and let the AUTO ISO setting adjust for
ambient lighting while the flash fills-in.

FLASH EXPOSURE
The flash exposure system of the E-3 is a development of the
ground-breaking system first revealed on the legendary OM-2n
and OM-4Ti models.
Other than on many flash systems offered to date on SLR
cameras, the E-3 permits you to synchronise any Olympus FL
series speedlight at any shutter speed, right up to the available
maximum of 1/8000 second.
In addition, the built-in pop-up flash can act as a wireless control
commander to activate – and control – 3 groups of up to 3
remote flash units (thus 9 in total).
When considered together with the various automated exposure
and exposure compensation settings available on the E-3, the
flash system opens up a whole new world of creative
photographic opportunities for really dynamic results.
Firstly, let us explain the core concepts involved in flash
photography…
FLASH 101…
An electronic flash normally emits a short, sharp burst of light as
the energy stored in a capacitor is released through a gas-filled
tube. If you were to graph a typical electronic flash emission
sequence, the graph would appear something like the following
example.
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Now, to understand the next component we need to remember
that a focal plane shutter (as fitted to a D-SLR) consists of two
curtains. The shutter-speed set for any given exposure denotes
the delay between the departure of the first curtain to uncover
the sensor to the incoming light, and the departure of the second
curtain to blank it off again.
At speeds up to and including the X-synchronisation speed, the
gap between the first and second curtain exactly equals the
height of the sensor’s imaging area. Thus, if we were to emit a
short burst of light at the moment that the first curtain
completely uncovers the sensor, the entire sensor area would be
able to record the flash light being reflected off the subject.
FP FLASH MODE EXPLAINED
At speeds beyond the X-synchronisation threshold, however, the
first curtain has only completed a portion of its travel before the
next curtain starts closing off the sensor. Thus if we were to
pulse the flash at any of these speeds we would only find a
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portion of the frame exposed by flash illumination and the
balance of the frame by ambient light.
The FP (full synchro) flash operates like most other flash units at
speeds up to the X-synchronisation setting but it then turns back
the clock to the early days of photography and behaves like the
flash illuminators one often sees in period comedies where
magnesium powder is set in a tray and ignited by a spark.
Usually the comedies then show the poor photographer with a
blackened face and singed hair!
Luckily, the modern equivalents do not pose any danger to the
operators. What made the old FlitsligtPulver (flash light powder)
units special is that their light/time emission graph looked
something like the following example:

Magnesium Powder Flash Emission
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You will notice that the FP system reaches peak illumination a bit
slower than an electronic flash unit, however, it stays at this peak
level for some time before gradually fading away.
In essence, therefore, there is a bright light for a longer period.
Now, if the period for which the bright illumination co-incided
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with the period needed to move the narrow slit between the first
and second curtain of a focal plane shutter entirely across the
frame, then we could ensure even exposure for all sections of the
sensor. Aha! This is exactly what an FP capable flash unit does.
If we consider the output graph of an FP enabled flash unit then
it would look like this:
FP Flash Emission
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In order to maintain the peak level of illumination, the stored
charge in the capacitor is released in a series of pulses. This
means that each “burst” of light is a fraction of the power of the
“full dump” – thus providing a lower level of light overall. This is
why FP mode flash exposure distances are considerably shorter
than those of normal emissions.
This is not really a problem, however, as most of the time one
would be using FP mode for fill-flash operations in bright sunlight
when shooting close-up portraits. The range of an FP unit’s
emission is comfortably within the normal portrait photography
camera-to-subject distance ranges. In addition, the Olympus FL36/50 flash units constantly provide an available range read out
on their display panels so all that is needed is a glance at the
information display to check that you are within range.
GUIDE NUMBER vs. DISTANCE (MANUAL EXPOSURE)
The distance at which one may normally (i.e. non FP mode)
shoot with flash is governed by the equation
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Guide number of flash
Aperture set on lens
As an example, if you were using the FL 36R flash which has a
guide number of 36 in meters at ISO 100, and you wanted to
shoot with an aperture of f=11, your maximum shooting distance
would be: 36/11=3.2 meters.
The same calculation on the FL 50R would yield the following
result: 50 (Guide number in m at ISO100)/11=4.54 meters
The built-in unit of the E-3 has a guide number of 13, thus at
f=11 you would have an operating range of 1.2 m (approx). The
above results, however, are the theoretical limits when there is
no other lighting present.
POWER USER TIP: If you set the camera to use AUTO ISO when
using a TTL flash unit (or the built-in unit) the camera will automatically
adjust the ISO to compensate for out of range images. This, in effect,
multiplies the effective guide number of the flash unit in use to increase
the practical working range and avoids slight under-exposure if working
at the or near the theoretical maximum of the TTL flash unit in use.

TTL FLASH
Luckily, the E-series cameras incorporate the famous TTL
(Through The Lens/Off the Film/Image Sensor) flash exposure
system pioneered by Olympus. This adds considerably to the
available theoretical range when shooting with additional ambient
light sources.
The camera incorporates a sensor in the base of the mirror box.
This measures the illumination being reflected from the subject
during the actual exposure. The central computer then cuts-off
the illumination of the flash unit once the main motif has been
correctly exposed.
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As the measurement will also take into account the available
illumination in addition to the flash output, it is not unusual to be
able to extend the range to more than 3 meters beyond the
theoretical maximum yielded by the flash/guide number formula.
In addition, when using TTL flash you can adjust the aperture as
desired and the camera and flash will sort out the correct
exposure for you (within the range of the flash of course). This
permits you to freely bounce the flash emission off a ceiling, wall
or nearby reflective surface and not have to worry about
complicated calculations to compensate for the diffusion of the
light off the reflecting surface.
You can also use the flash compensation feature on the camera
as well as the flash bracketing (FLASH BKT) option to fine-tune
flash exposures and/or to obtain a sequence of exposures at
differing illumination levels and pick the winner from the results.
TTL flash operates on P, S and A modes.
POWER USER TIP: When photographing medium to close-up portraits
with TTL flash, use the flash exposure compensation facility to reduce
the flash output by between 1 to 1.5 EV values. This provides a far
more natural looking skin tone and a more flattering portrait.
(UMPg79)

REMOTE (WIRELESS) FLASH SYSTEM
Remote control operation of dedicated flash units, such as that
offered by the E-3 via its pop-up flash unit and the Olympus FL-R
flash unit range, has opened up an entirely new vista in
photography.
Now, instead of having to cast light from your shooting position
onto a distant subject, it is possible to place the flash unit within
range to the subject and to move the camera to a more
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advantageous position which can be up to ten meters from the
remote flash unit.
What is more, with the E-3’s individualised control facility, you
can change the output power of up to 9 separate units without
the need to physically walk up to them and adjust their controls.
It is now possible to set up two units to provide general overall
illumination at – for example – 1/3 power against a backdrop and
to aim a third unit at your main subject at 2/3 power. Simply by
highlighting the unit you wish to control on the super control
panel of the E-3 you can decide to increase the power of the
main light to full power with a few pushes of the arrow pad keys.
This system provides a wide range of possibilities, not least of
which is the ability to do night time wildlife shooting. You could
set up the remote flash unit above or near a roosting spot of an
owl and then position yourself some distance away with a
suitably long lens.
When your subject alights on its roost, you can take a
photograph of the bird with the correct amount of illumination
even though you are well out of range of a conventionally
mounted flash. The other advantage offered by this facility is that
you need not worry about shadows that would otherwise be cast
by branches and twigs situated between your camera position
and the subject. You can simply ensure that the target area is
cleanly illuminated when you mount the remote flash unit.
The opportunities offered by the system for adventure sports
photography are also endless. You could place a unit on the
ground below a cycle ramp and set it to full power while using
another unit near your shooting position to provide fill-in light
levels only. As an adventure cyclist lifts off the ramp you can get
dramatically illuminated photographs which would otherwise be
impossible to capture.
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If you couple the LIVE VIEW facility to the remote flash
operation even the angle from which the photograph can be
captured will be different. As has been said before, the
possibilities offered by the E-3 and its system of accessories are,
indeed, endless. You need, however, to let your imagination
probe beyond the limits of what has hitherto been thought of as
“normal photography” and adapt and push the technology that
has been placed at your disposal with the camera. It is truly a
brave new world where the rules are waiting to be written.
POWER USER TIP: Extended use of LIVE VIEW and/or high-speed
burst modes – particularly in hot climates when many hundreds of
images (500 +) are exposed in a short space of time - may trigger the
camera’s internal temperature monitor to shut down the camera for a
few seconds in order to get the sensor back within its operating range.
This is not a malfunction and will be accompanied by a warning on the
display screen saying “Internal Temperature too high”. (UMPg 127)

Activate the remote flash system by pressing MENU. Press the
DOWN arrow pad key once and then the RIGHT arrow pad key
once. The second option from the top is the RC MODE. Press
the DOWN arrow pad once to highlight the option and the n the
RIGHT arrow pad once. The highlight will appear to indicate the
option ON.
Now, if you press the OK button, the super control panel will
change to display the remote flash control panel. If you press the
OK button again, the first block next to the group A symbol will
be highlighted. You can now use the input dial or the arrow pad
keys (LEFT/RIGHT) to select from the available modes which
are: OFF, TTL, AUTO, M (manual). Press OK to confirm your
selection of operational mode for the first group of flash units.
(NOTE: The flash units allocated to this group must be set to
GROUP A on the rear of the units themselves.)
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The Super Control Panel Display for Wireless Flash Setup

POWER USER TIP: If working with numerous flashes in different
groups, it has been proven useful to make a sketch of the groups in
block format on a note pad and to number the flashguns with visible
numbers stuck to the rear-facing surface of the flash (Just do not cover
the red filtered area as this is the receiver/transmitter region). You can
then note the output level allocated to each flash unit on the plan which
makes changing settings on the remote display panel less of a guessing
game. The channel to be used for communication with the camera must
also be noted when set on the remote flash units as there are three
possible channels that can be used, All flash units in all groups and the
camera must be set to the same channel.

If using TTL or AUTO, you will note that the adjacent level block
will display the +/- 0.0 value. You can move the highlight block
to the right after pressing OK to confirm your operational mode
and now you can use the input dial to adjust this group’s output
up or down by up to 5 EV values.
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If you press OK to confirm your choice of EV value compensation
for the first group, you can then move the highlight block to the
right once more and this will highlight the flash output mode.
Press the right/left arrow pad keys or turn the input dial to select
either normal flash output (indicated by the lightning symbol) or
the FP legend. If you select the FP mode, the first block (which
up to now had displayed your choice of either TTL, AUTO or M)
will change to FP TTL. Your EV compensation value will not be
changed.
Now you can repeat the process for groups B and C by
highlighting the appropriate areas and adjusting the settings to
suit your needs.
Once this has been done, you can select an output level for the
remote control signals of the built-in pop-up flash from either LO,
MID or HI.
Next, just below this setting you will find the channel selector
which offers 4 channels with which to control the units. This is
useful when shooting at events or locations where other E-3
users might be present and making use of remote flash
operation. It will be polite, and in your interests, to chat to any
such photographers and to agree on the channels to be used for
each photographer’s flash units.

Set the channel number to be used
for each unit on the actual flash
itself. The drawing details the setting
on the FL50R flashgun. The FL36R is
similar.
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POWER USER TIP: If you really need to cover as many lighting set
ups as possible, and there are no other E-3 camera users in the area
using remote flash operation, you can set up four different groups of
remote flash units and allocate each one of these a control channel in
the sequence 1, 2, 3 or 4. You can then set the lighting parameters for
each group on the super control panel and switch between them by
changing the command channel on the camera. You will not, however,
be able to control all four groups at once but you can switch between
the groups as needed. This will permit you, for example, to set up four
different “sets” at a music concert or on a theatrical stage and use each
group for the appropriate section of the performance without having to
run around and change setups between scenes.

BUILT-IN FLASH
The built-in flash tucked away in the top of the prism housing has
a guide number of 13 and offers the following flash modes – all
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of which
FL50R:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

are also available when using the FL-20, FL36R and
TTL Auto
Manual at full power
Manual with power level settings
TTL with first curtain synchronisation
TTL with second curtain synchronisation
Flash OFF
Red-Eye reduction
Red-Eye reduction with slow shutter
Fill-in flash

POWER USER TIP: The built-in flash also performs an AF
ILLUMINATION function. This pulses the built-in flash to enable the
camera to detect a focus point. This can draw attention to the
photographer in a crowded location and/or severely irritate your
subjects. To de-activate this function press MENU. Press the DOWN
arrow pad key 3 times to highlight the first tools menu. Press the
RIGHT arrow pad twice and you should have the AF ILLIMINAT
option highlighted. Press the RIGHT arrow pad key and then select
OFF.

TTL AUTO has already been explained earlier. Simply pop up the
flash, select your settings from any of those on P, A or S modes
and shoot. If you are out of range, the camera will pulse the
flash ready symbol in the viewfinder to alert you after the shot
has been taken. In such a case either increase the ISO or get
closer to your subject.
When using manual flash mode, you need to apply the guide
number/aperture formula to determine the correct shooting
distance for full power operation.
The built-in unit does, however, permit you to reduce its power
setting up to 1/64th power. In cases where you have decided to
use this setting (which permits you to fire numerous frames on Hi
with flash provided you are within the range of the flash at that
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setting) divide the guide number used in the formula by the
power level setting used before performing the calculation.
As an example, if you decide to use the built-in unit at ¼ power
and an aperture of f=4.0 then you would divide 13 (flash guide
number) by 4 = 3.25. The resultant calculation will then be 3.25
(effective guide number) divided by 4 (aperture in use) = 0.81m.
This is the effective range when no other light is present.
You can, however, use the lower power settings to avoid overexposure on close-up portraits or for soft fill-light effects at dusk.
 SLOW
This mode offers a means to balance the flash illumination with
the background ambient light at dusk or at night. Normally, a
flash photograph taken in low light will show a well-exposed main
subject (normally the closest object to the camera) with the
background devoid of detail and black. This is so as the metering
system cuts-off the illumination from the flash unit as soon as it
has picked up enough reflected light from the closest object.
If your subject is situated against a night time cityscape, for
example, the fast shutter speed used for normal flash exposures
(by default 1/250th second on the E-3) is too short for any of the
dimly lit buildings to register during the exposure.
If, however, the shutter speed is dropped to a few seconds, there
will be time enough for the dim light in the background to
register and you can thus show your subject in context.
To do this, activate the  SLOW mode on the flash via the super
control panel or the menu. You will have to place the camera on
a tripod and switch the IS off. Your subject must be briefed to sit
or stand still until the exposure has been completed.
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When the flash is ready and you subject has been briefed, trip
the shutter. If using P, A or S modes, the camera will first fire a
pre-flash metering burst from the built-in unit (irrespective of the
AF ILLUMINAT setting). This is used to calculate the correct
amount of flash power needed for the main subject.
Thereafter the camera will then open the first shutter curtain and
simultaneously fire the flash. This completes the exposure of the
nearby subject. If set to P, A or S modes the camera will then
complete the exposure by measuring the ambient light behind
your subject and close the shutter once the exposure has been
completed.

As the amount of background illumination drops, the exposure
time will increase but the result will normally be correctly
calculated.
 SLOW2
The problem with firing the flash as soon as the first curtain has
opened is that any ambient light available in sufficient quantities
will cause any moving object in the frame to register as a frozen
subject followed by trail of light in the direction of the movement.
This does not look natural.
However, when set to  SLOW2 the camera opens the shutter,
completes the exposure and, just before the second curtain is
released, the flash is fired to “freeze” the subject at the end of
the motion trail as follows:
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It is advisable to use a tripod for shots using this mode (or place
the camera on a solid surface) otherwise background lights and
objects will appear as wobbly streaks of light.
USING NON-OLYMPUS FLASH EQUIPMENT
The E-3 provides a PC synchronisation socket on the front left
face for triggering of studio flash equipment. Ensure the PC
conenctor cable has the correct polarity and set the appropriate
shutter speed to match the flash timing (Typically 1/60th second).
Non Olympus flash units to be connected to the camera ISO Hotshoe must be checked to ensure that they do not require a
triggering voltage of more than 240V. Higher trigger voltages
may cause damage to the camera’s internal triggering circuit.
It is not advisable to use other flash units with dedicated contact
pins that are not designed for the Four-Thirds system as these
pins can cause shorting across the hot-shoe contacts as they are
slid into the shoe.
POWER USER TIP: Note that Olympus flash units have a mechanical
locking pin that engages with the camera when the locking ring is
rotated to lock. It is impossible to try and slide the flash off the camera
if this pin is engaged. Only turn the locking ring gently to secure the
flash on the shoe (UMPg81).
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FOCUS
Still with us so far? Good. Grab another cuppa and a re-fill of
nibbles and let’s investigate the many focus options crammed
into the E-3 camera. As always, however, a little bit of
background can do no harm…
AUTO FOCUS 101…
Auto focus lenses are, perhaps, the single greatest mechanical
refinement applied to the art of photography since Mr. Bernac
invented the portable 35mm camera.
It is inconceivable to think how any of the iconic sporting and
news images of recent years could have been produced without
the help of auto focus technology.
O.K. Point taken but how does it work then? It is all really rather
simple if you have the computational power available - which any
modern camera has in spades…
The auto focus system of modern D-SLR cameras is usually
based on what is known as the “Phase Detection” system. Some
systems use a more easily understood description called
“Contrast Detection” but, in essence, they both make use of a
graphical representation of the light and dark patterns in the
image.
Phase detection, however has the advantage that it “knows” how
far out of focus a subject is and which way to drive the lens to
achieve focus in the shortest possible time. Contrast detection
systems, however, need to hunt around a bit to find out where
the point of focus is located.
Phase detection operates by dividing the incoming light into
pairs of images and comparing them. A beam splitter (normally
housed under the main mirror which is semi-transparent) directs
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light to an AF sensor at the bottom of the camera. A set of
prisms send the light rays coming from different sides of the lens
to the AF sensor array. This splitting of the image components
creates, in effect, a triangle with a base identical to the lens'
diameter.
The two sides of the “triangle” are then analysed and the light
patterns (peaks and valleys) and the phase difference (distance
between the graphical features when measured from the side
axis) is calculated in order to find if the object is in focus or not.
By analysing the “length” of the sides of the triangle it is possible
to determine if the lens is focused behind or in front of the
object. Using this data, the camera’s computer then determines
the direction and amount of focus adjustment needed to correctly
focus the subject.
The E-3 was, at launch, unique among professional D-SLR
camera in that all of its sensors were cross-type sensors. In this
arrangement, there are two sets of sensors for each focus area
arranged at 90 degrees to one another. This permits the same
precision and speed of focus no matter whether the camera is
held in landscape or portrait mode.
Some later competitor models have now added cross-sensor
array technology to a selection of the sensor points but, at as at
the date of writing, the E-3 is still the only professional D-SLR
that has cross-type sensors at all focus points.
An added boost to the focus speed is provided in some of the
newer top-pro lenses in the Zuiko range in that they have SWD
(Supersonic Wave Drive) motors. These use high-frequency
sound pulses to activate the rotational motion of the lens
mechanism rather than a miniaturised conventional electric
motor. (The operational principles of these motors are beyond
the scope of this work but if you must know more look up
“ultrasonic motor” at www.wikipedia.org.)
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One vital fact, however, is that the system needs to be able to
analyse the differences in the two side’s light patterns. If there
are no differences – as in when the camera’s focus point is
seeing only one shade or colour without any contrasting line
falling within the area of the focus point - both sides will “look”
the same to the computer and it will either sit and sulk (i.e. do
nothing) or whiz the lens to and fro in order to try and “hunt
down” some difference in the phases.
So? Why bother telling you all this? You have been given this
little opto-electronic engineering lesson simply because it will help
you to remember that you need to have your focus zone on
something that is not a single shade or colour for AF to operate
properly. This applies to all AF cameras, irrespective of brand or
model. So, if you encounter situations where the selected AF area
is not able to permit the camera to focus, check out the contrast
of the area and it’s an odds-on bet that there will be little or no
contrast visible in the area.
The only deviation from this is offered by the use of a dedicated
flash unit such as the FL36R and the FL50R which will project a
pattern of light bars onto your subject (within certain rang limits
of course) in cases where no phases are detected (total darkness,
monotone surfaces etc.). This pattern is usually sufficiently
contrasty to allow the phase detection to take place.
Contrast measurement is achieved by measuring contrast
across a given point (usually midway between the sides of the
focus zone) by means of two sensors. The theory is that, at the
point of sharpest focus, the contrast graph as measured by the
two sensors will have the sharpest “edge” to any intensity
changes.
If, on the other hand, the lens is not focused sharply then the
“drop” will be more of an S curve than an L shape. The system
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simply turns the lens this way or that to determine the point of
the greatest difference between the sensors and, once at that
point, it stops the process. Often, however, it is necessary to
drive the lens just a little bit past the point of sharpest focus
before returning to the point at which the contrast was greatest.
It is for this reason that contrast AF systems are slower and less
reliable than phase detection systems.
Contrast AF, however, has its advantages when focusing in LIVE
VIEW mode and it is fitted to the Olympus E420, E520 and E30
cameras for use with their respective live view modes.
Right, with that behind us, let us look at how you can control the
behaviour of the E-3 AF system.
AF MODES AND TARGET SELECTION
The E-3 offers the following AF modes to suit prevailing
conditions:
• S-AF (Single Auto Focus)
• C-AF (Continuous Auto Focus)
• MF (Manual Focus)
• S-AF+MF (Single Auto Focus plus Manual)
• C-AF+MF (Continuous Auto Focus plus Manual)
Now, coupled to the above choices you can also use any of the
following auto focus zone selection methods:
• All AF target selection
• Dynamic single target selection
• Single target selection
• Small single target mode
S-AF
Single auto focus operates, as the name suggests, by focusing on
a single subject or point and then locking focus on that point.
The shutter is (by default) inhibited from release until the camera
has confirmed focus. Focus lock is indicated (by default) by the
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lighting of a green dot in the viewfinder and the sounding of a
double beep.
POWER USER TIP: The AF confirmation beep can be overly
conspicuous in a very quiet environment such as at a wedding or a
concert. You can switch off the confirmation beep by pressing the
MENU button and pressing the DOWN arrow pad key twice. Once on
the first tools menu press the RIGHT arrow pad key once and then the
DOWN arrow pad key three times to select the DISP/ -)))/PC option.
Press the RIGHT arrow pad key and select OFF from the options
shown.

In S-AF mode it is possible to de-activate the shutter inhibiter by
according release priority to the shutter button irrespective of the
AF state. This is only suggested when you will be shooting in
situations where critical focus is not an issue (such as when using
an ultra-wide angle lens) and speed of operation is an issue. You
can de-activate the inhibiter by setting the option on the first
tools menu section C to RELEASE PRIORITY S-AF to ON.
Bear in mind, however, that the idea behind having focus priority
activated in this mode is to ensure that any shot triggered will at
least have something in focus.
C-AF
In this mode the camera continually adjusts the focus as best as
it can by tracking your subject’s movement. In this mode the
release inhibiter is de-activated by default so that you can fire
shots at will.
If you couple this mode to ALL AF TARGET selection mode,
then the camera will make a choice as to the AF target to use
and will normally follow a subject across the frame – and from
target to target if needs be – as you release the shutter. This
mode is well suited to sports and avian/wildlife photography.
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POWER USER TIP: If you set the release priority mode on C-AF to
OFF (i.e. the shutter will only release if the subject is in focus) you can
obtain perfectly focused sequences at up to 5 frames per second on
subjects that are not moving rapidly. If, however, the subject is fastmoving, then the frame rate may slow down but each shot will be
properly focused and there will be fewer frames to view and discard
from the high frame rate sequences.

M
Manual focus is, as the name suggests, the “go-it-alone” focus
mode. You determine focus by rotating the focus ring on the lens
while viewing through the viewfinder or on the LIVE VIEW
monitor.
As an aid to accurate focus, you can activate LIVE VIEW mode
and then magnify the central portion of the image. Press the
LIVE VIEW button. Once the image is displayed on the monitor,
press the INFO button until a green square appears on the
display. Now press the OK button in the middle of the arrow pad
to enlarge the portion of the scene shown in the green box.
If the portion shown is not full of detail or is not on your main
subject, simply navigate to the appropriate area by pressing the
arrow pad keys to move the green box before pressing OK.
Another useful feature offered by the E-3 is the ability to change
the direction in which the focus collar of the lens operates. This is
especially useful if you are upgrading to the E-3 from another
camera where the near-far focus was achieved with, for example,
a twist of the focus collar in a clockwise direction.
POWER USER TIP: To ensure that the camera handles in the manner
in which you are used to focusing lenses, you can set the direction of
near-far focus to either clockwise or anti-clockwise rotation. This option
is available on the first tools menu, Section A and option C. (UMPg96)
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S-AF+M and C-AF+M
These modes allow you to enjoy the benefits of single or
continuous AF operation but with immediate manual focus
intervention.
Should you be using this mode and you observe that the main
subject is not in focus, you simply keep your finger lightly
pressed on the shutter button and twist the lens collar to adjust
the focus to your desired position. As long as your finger is still
lightly pressing the shutter, the camera will accord priority to
your focus adjustment and you can then fully depress the button
to take the photograph.
This offers a far faster method of changing the focus target area
than first pressing the target selection button and then navigating
to the correct target with the arrow pad keys. It is especially
useful in sports and wildlife photography where a twig, netting or
other object might appear in front of the camera and cause the
focus target setting to lock on to that subject instead of your
intended motif.
AF TARGET SELECTION
Manual Selection – Single Target mode
The 11 AF targets of the E-3 are visible in the viewfinder as black
squares. They have been positioned after analysis of thousands
of photographs to determine the most common subject location
areas.
Moving an AF target can be accomplished by simply pressing the
AF target function button on the rear of the camera. This will
highlight the currently selected active target in red. Use the input
dials or the arrow pad keys to move the highlight box to the
target area you wish to activate. Pressing the shutter button
confirms your selection.
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POWER USER TIP: Pressing the OK button with any target
highlighted sends the target to the centre of the array. This applies in
single target and dynamic single target modes.

The behaviour of the input dial as far as the movement of the
target selection sequence is concerned can be adjusted between
LOOP and SPIRAL movements. In LOOP mode, the target
highlighter moves from side to side as you turn the dial and
movement from one level to the other must be accomplished by
pressing an UP/DOWN arrow pad key.
In SPIRAL mode the targets will move across the line from left
to right (or vice versa) and then activate all the targets before
spiralling down to the next row. After the targets in that row
have been activated, all targets will once again be highlighted
before the next row down is activated one area at a time. This
sequence will continue for as long as you continue to rotate the
input dial.
Target Selection – All targets mode
There is no selection of a specific target needed in this mode as
the camera will determine the most suitable target for you. To
this end, when working in S-AF mode, the selected target will be
illuminated in the viewfinder as focus is confirmed by the green
confirmation dot and/or the double beep.
When working in C-AF mode there is no visible confirmation in
the viewfinder of the actual target chosen by the processor.
To switch to the all target mode, press and hold the AF target
button while turning an input dial. The rear display screen of the
camera will show a representative graphic of the AF targets as
well as a logo on the left indicating which target mode has been
selected. The graphics represent, from the top: All target
mode, Single Target mode and Dynamic Single Target
mode. Select the all target mode (all the target areas will
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illuminate in the viewfinder) and press the shutter button to
confirm your selection.
Target Selection – Single Dynamic mode
Press the target selection button and move the target selector to
the bottom graphic by rotating an input dial. Now when you
press and release the target selection button, the highlighted
target in the viewfinder is the central one of four which can be
used as the camera needs.
On the rear display panel the selected central target is
highlighted in yellow and the surrounding four “alternates” are
shown as yellow boxes. If you want to quickly move the
preferred target to the middle of the array, press the OK button
whilst the target is highlighted.
In the dynamic single target mode the camera will track your
subject using the point you have set as the central target of the
group of five but, if required, it will move to any of the other four
alternates to keep track of your subject.
This is an especially useful mode for sports work where your
subject might be moving along a horizontal plane – such as a
surfer – and you wish to prevent the camera from trying to
“hunt” in the sky for your subject. Select the centre lower target
and the camera will only use targets in the lower half of the
frame to track your subject.
A common application of this target selection mode is for use in
avian and wildlife photography where it is usual to track a subject
by trying to keep it in the middle of the viewfinder. The camera
will move around the central target to track your animal but will
not try and lock on to background bushes or trees that might
suddenly come into view within the edges of the viewfinder as
you pan the camera.
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REGISTERING A PREFERRED TARGET AREA/MODE
You can allocate a specific AF mode and proffered target area
into a memory slot on the camera and call this setting up at the
touch of a button.
If you wish to register a commonly used AF target mode and
area, simply press the Fn and +/- buttons simultaneously. The
target area and mode in use at the time will be registered.
In order to call up this setting you must set the Fn button mode
to use the [- - -] HOME setting when pressed (UMPg99).
Now, when you press the Fn button, the registered AF target and
mode is instantly set-up for you. This setting does not register
the AF mode in use and this must be independently set.
TARGET ZONE SIZE
A final option to consider is the size of the AF target itself. Yes,
indeed, on the E-3 you can set the area within which the camera
determines focus around each target. (This is only active when

using single AF target mode.)
The default factory setting (normal) uses an area slightly larger
than the actual AF target marking in the viewfinder. This is useful
for action photography and greatly improves the C-AF “hit rate”
of sharply focused high-speed sequence shots.
For critical focus work where the subject is not moving a great
deal and where a lot of fine texture is present, you can set the
sensitivity to cover only the area demarcated by the target. This
is a custom menu option and is found on TOOLS menu 1, section
A (UMPg96).
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PLAYBACK
Right, if you have progressed thus far you ought to have a
number of photographs on your camera’s memory card.
Time to find out how to have a look at them and, if needed,
change them a bit and then transfer them to your computer or, if
you wish, we can simply print them out directly from the camera
using a compatible printer.
VIEWING PHOTOGRAPHS ON THE MONITOR
As we have discovered during our walk-around in part one, you
simply press the green playback button on the rear face of the
camera and the last photograph you have taken will appear on
the monitor screen.
A position sensitive switch is incorporated in the camera so, if
you move the camera about the horizontal axis when displaying
images, the display will “flip” the display to accommodate the
angle at which you are holding the camera.
If you want to rotate the image through 90 degree steps, you
can do this by pressing the +/- button on the top right panel
(ahead of the LCD display). Each press rotates the camera one
step. The last rotation setting used is, however, stored with the
image so that the next time you view the image, it will appear as
orientated the last time the +/- button was pushed.
CHANGING THE IMAGE THUMBNAIL SIZE
If you rotate the main input dial to the left while a photograph is
displayed, the display will change to a progressively smaller
thumbnail display with each “click” of the wheel.
The sequence will go from a single image, to four to a view, to
nine to a view then 16 frames, 25 and then a calendar view will
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appear. This displays the first image of any given day in the date
block on which it was taken. Use the arrow pad keys to move the
highlight box to any given date and then turn the main input dial
to the right. This will then display the first image taken on that
day as a full-screen view.
SHOOTING INFORMATION
With any given photograph in full screen viewing mode, each
press of the INFO button will display progressively more data
about the photograph.
Items such as shutter speed and aperture used, metering mode,
ISO and the focus point can be reviewed. Highlight and shadow
burn/black out areas will also be displayed as discussed in the
section on metering.
POWER USER TIP: In very bright conditions it is useful to leave the
INFO setting at HIGHLIGHT as each photograph taken can
immediately be scanned for lost highlights as it is captured.
Alternatively, where shadow detail is important, leave the INFO setting
at SHADOW to obtain an instant read-out of any potentially blockedout areas in the photograph.

LIGHT BOX DISPLAY
It is possible to view two photographs adjacent to each other.
This is useful when comparing – for example – images taken as a
sequence such as during exposure bracketing.
Press the PLAY button. Now press the Fn button. The display
will now present two displays. The previously displayed image will
now be shown in the left half of the screen (the reference frame)
and the next image taken will appear in the right half. You can
use the arrow pad keys (LEFT/RIGHT) to scroll through the
photographs to display on the right panel.
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In order to change the right image to the left panel and view the
next image in the sequence, press the OK button. Scroll to a new
image on the right by using the arrow pad keys. You can protect,
erase or copy the image on the right.
If you wish to magnify the image on the right, press the Fn
button or the INFO button. Four green arrows will appear on the
right panel. Now you can use the input dial to magnify the righthand image as you would when viewing images in full-screen
mode. The arrow pad keys permit you to move around the image
as normal.
If, however, you press the Fn or INFO button again, both
images will be highlighted with green arrows. This permits you to
zoom and scroll the pictures in tandem. This offers the
opportunity to check successive images in a sequence for
sharpness, colour, detail etc.
Press the Fn or INFO button again and you will once again be in
the single frame zoom/scroll mode. Pressing the [- - -] button
again will re-set the view to normal full-screen mode.
SLIDESHOW DISPLAY
If, after having pressed the play button, you press the MENU
button and then select a view using the first menu option (1, 4,
9, 16, 25 images to a screen) and then press the OK button, the
camera will scroll through the available images at 5 second
intervals for a maximum of 30 minutes.
Press the OK button to stop the slide show. Note that pressing
the OK button without first selecting a view in the playback menu
will result in the image on display being marked for deletion.
EDITING IMAGES
The E-3 has a number of useful image editing options built-in to
the camera. These include basic RAW image editing, conversion
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of large files to thumbnails for e-mailing purposes and the
application of Shadow Adjustment Technology to brighten
under-exposed images. The original image is never changed but
a new file is created with the edited data in addition to the
original.
Press the MENU button and then the DOWN arrow pad key to
highlight the playback menu (It is the central one on the list).
Press the RIGHT arrow key and then the DOWN arrow key to
highlight the EDIT option. Press OK.
The camera will now display the last image taken. You can scroll
LEFT or RIGHT with the arrow pad keys to call up the image
you wish to edit. Once the desired image is displayed, press OK.
The display will now have two options available, the first is the
scaling option and the second the Shadow Adjust option. Select
the desired option with the UP/DOWN arrow pad keys and
press OK.
If you chose the scaling option, you will be presented with three
optional sizes for the new file to be created. Make your selection
and press OK.
If you chose SHADOW ADJUST then the camera will perform
the adjustment and display the edited result on the screen in
addition to a YES/NO display. Make your selection and press
OK.
POWER USER TIP: When using the EDIT option, after deciding on an
edit adjustment, you can use the UP/DOWN arrow pad keys to
alternatively highlight the YES or NO options. As you do this, the
display will flip between the un-edited original image and the new
edited version. This makes it easier to see the changes made and to
make a decision as to whether it is worth accepting the new version or
not.
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If using the RAW edit function, the camera will call up the RAW
image and offer the question “RAW Data edit?” with a YES/NO
option. If you select YES and press OK, the camera will convert
the RAW image displayed on the screen to a Large-Fine JPEG file
using the current camera white-balance setting. This file is saved
as a new file and can now be edited to a thumbnail or you can
apply the shadow adjustment edit to it if you wish in the same
manner as a normal JPEG file.
POWER USER TIP: The in-camera RAW edit function is a great time
saver. It offers a way to quickly obtain thumbnail images for e-mailing
to a client while still on a shoot. By converting selected “heroes” to
JPEG files and then scaling them in the camera to 640x480 or 768x1024
files, you can send off samples directly after transferring images to your
studio computer without first having to develop the RAW images in
Olympus Master or other software in a rush.

PROTECT FILES
While an image is displayed in the playback mode, pressing the
AEL/AFL button will set a green key symbol on the top right of
the image. This will prevent the image from accidental erasure.
The protection key can be pressed on any highlighted image
even when viewing images in the thumbnail view mode.
Any image with a key symbol can only be erased after the image
is called-up on the display and the AEL/AFL button is pressed
again.
To select multiple images for protection, you can press the OK
button on each image to be protected. The camera will now
display a red frame around the image. Scroll to the next image to
be protected and press the OK button again. Now, when you
press the AEL/AFL button, the selected images will be
protected. This option also applies in the thumbnail view mode.
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POWER USER TIP: To reset the protection status of multiple images
without having to scroll through all the photographs on a card and reset
the protection one frame at a time, press MENU, scroll to the PLAY
menu and select the RESET PROTECTION option to YES.

TRANSFERRING IMAGES TO YOUR COMPUTER
The most direct method of transferring images to your computer
for viewing and use is via the suppplied USB cable shipped with
the camera.
As soon as the USB cable is plugged-in to the E-3 and connected
to the computer, a screen will appear on the camera (if it is
switched-on) to ask you how to treat the new connection.
If STORAGE is highlighted (the default setting) press OK and
your camera will recognise the camera as a new storage device.
If you have loaded OLYMPUS MASTER software, you can set it
so as to automatically start-up when an Olympus camera is
connected.
PRINTING DIRECTLY TO PICTBRIDGE PRINTERS
The E-3 is compatible with Pictbridge printers. This permits you
to print directly to the printer without the need for a computer.
As soon as you connect the USB cable to a Pictbridge printer, a
printing menu will appear on the camera monitor. This will permit
you to print images with or without date and time data, with or
without borders, select multiple copies and/or to scale
photographs in addition to changing them from colour to black
and white or sepia.
You can also make index prints or a selected number of multiple
images per sheet. For more information on printing from the
camera refer to the user manual. (UMPg109-114)
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MENUS
The menu system on the E-3 stands at the heart of this versatile
photographic machine.
Every adjustment option available on the camera – even where
dedicated buttons are provided for the particular feature – is
available through the menu system.
While the menu structure might, at first glance, seem involved
and confusing, it is a simply set-out arrangement which is
actually easy to understand.
In essence the menu operates as follows:
• There are only 5 main menus
• Of these two are camera control setting menus that
control adjustments needed for taking photographs
• There is one playback menu for use when viewing
images
• There are two tools menus that permit adjustment or
control of the way the camera functions
The menus are easily identified as the two menus that affect your
photography directly are marked with camera icons and the
numbers 1 and 2.
The playback menu is marked with the  playback symbol.
The tools menus are marked with a spanner symbol and a 1 or 2.
A press of the MENU button will call up the main 5 division menu
screen with the first camera menu highlighted in yellow. Pressing
the DOWN arrow pad key will move the highlight block down to
the second camera menu, then the playback menu and thereafter
to the two tools menu options.
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Once you have selected the main area in which you need to
make adjustments, simply press the RIGHT arrow key to open
up the sub-menu pages applicable to that set of controls.
The sub-menus are all arranged in the same manner as the main
menu – that is to say they are logically set out from top to
bottom and then left to right. The most commonly used options
are always at the top of the sub-menu lists in the order in which
you might most usefully expect to require them.
Activating a menu choice is accomplished by either pressing the
OK button on the arrow pad or by touching the shutter button.
Exiting a menu screen without making a choice is accomplished
by the simple expedient of pressing the MENU button again to
return to the previous page. Keep pressing the MENU button
until you are back at the super-control panel or, if you press the
shutter button at any stage, you will immediately return to the
shooting mode.
The various menus and sub-menu options with their settings and
notes on same are hereafter listed in sequence for easy
reference. Factory default settings are marked thus: *

CAMERA MENU 1
CARD SETUP (UMPg95, 133):
ALL ERASE - removes images from card by marking the
file spaces as available. Folder structure left intact.
FORMAT – Resets all card data including FAT and folder
information on the card.
CUSTOM RESET (UMPg32):
RESET – Resets all custom settings to factory default.
RESET 1 – Only resets custom functions allocated to the
Custom 1 setting memory.
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RESET 2 – Only resets custom functions allocated to the
Custom 2 setting memory.
PICTURE MODE (UMPg72):
VIVID – Boosts colours and saturation. Saturation,
contrast and sharpness for this and all other picture mode
settings can be individually set in a sub-menu at each
option’s page.
NATURAL* – Renders skin tones and other colours “asis” without boosting/de-saturating tones.
MUTED – Provides a pastel-like colour rendition.
PORTRAIT – Provides warmer skin tones for pleasing
portrait photographs.
MONOTONE – Black and white, sepia and
blue/green/purple monotone images can be set here. This
option also permits the setting of black and white filter
options (red/yellow/green/orange) to control contrast and
detail in black and white images.
CUSTOM – Set your own colour, sharpness, tone and
saturation options for quick recall here.
GRADATION (UMPg73):
AUTO – Camera analyses contrast range of images and
adjust highlight and shadow regions individually to extend
dynamic range of photographs.
NORMAL* – No dynamic adjustments made to tonal
range.
HIGH KEY – Boosts contrast
LOW KEY – Reduces contrast
FILE SIZE (UMPg65):
RAW – Files saved in ORF (Olympus Raw Format) – no
white balance, sharpening or other processing applied.
LF/LN*/MN/SN – Various options for JPEG file sizes
RAW+LF/RAW+LN/RAW+MN/RAW+SN – Options
to save two versions of each photograph. One in RAW
and the other in your choice of JPEG files size.
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WB (UMPg67):
Select your choice of AUTO* or manual white balance
settings. A full list is provided in the appendices and on
page 67 of the user manual.
ISO (UMPg50):
Choose from AUTO* setting or any option within the
range of ISO100 to ISO3200.
NOISE REDUCTION (UMPg74):
ON* - Camera takes a reading of sensor after shutter has
closed on exposures of 2 seconds or longer to identify
“hot pixels” and then electronically processes the captured
image to remove erroneous data based on the
information obtained from the reading of the sensor. This
setting does not operate if sequential shooting is in effect.
After a long exposure with noise reduction on, the red
“Card Access” lamp will illuminate until the processing has
completed. No further photography is possible while the
card access lamp is on.
OFF – Does not apply noise reduction to any images
NOISE FILTER (UMPg74):
Applies noise correction to photographs taken at higher
ISO values and/or in low light. Options include OFF,
LOW, STANDARD* and HIGH.
Use HIGH when shooting at high ISO values.
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CAMERA MENU 2
METERING (UMPg46):
ESP/ESP+AF* – Electro Selective Pattern or Electro
Selective Pattern coupled to the active AF target in use.
CENTRE-WEIGHTED AVERAGE
SPOT
SPOT HI
SPOT SHADOW
 RC MODE (UMPg82):
OFF*
ON – Select to use wireless remote flash facilities.
 +/- (UMPg79):
Adjust flash emission by up to 3.0 EV values.
AF MODE (UMPg52):
S-AF*, C-AF, MF, S-AF+M, C-AF+M
AF AREA (UMPg55):
All Targets*
Single Target
Dynamic Single Target
ANTI SHOCK (UMPg63):
OFF*
1-30 second delay. This lets you set the camera to lift the
reflex mirror and then wait the pre-set time before
triggering the shutter. This reduces vibration induced
blurring at very high magnifications such as on telescopes
or microscopes.
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AE BKT (UMPg48):
OFF*
3 or 5 frames at 0.3 EV intervals up to +/- 1.0 EV
WB BKT (UMPg48):
A-B/G-M – OFF*/3 Frames with 2/3 or 4 Steps
FL BKT (UMPg80):
OFF*/3 Frames with 0.3/0.7 or 1.0 EV steps

ISO BKT (UMPg51)
OFF*/3 Frames with 0.3/0.7 or 1.0 EV steps

 PLAYBACK MENU

EDIT

PRINT
COPY ALL
RESET PROTECT
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1*, 4, 9, 16 and 25 images to a view
(UMPg89)
ROTATE IMAGE OFF/ON*
RAW DATA EDIT (UMPg91)
JPEG EDIT
SHADOW ADJUST
(UMPg109)
YES/NO (UMPg92)
YES/NO (UMPg93)

TOOLS 1 MENU
A

AF/MF
AF ILLUMINAT

FOCUS RING

C-AF LOCK
AF AREA POINTER
AF SENSITIVITY
[- - -] SET UP
RESET LENS

BULB FOCUSING

B

OFF/ON* (UMPg96)
Controls low light strobing off flash
unit to assist AF. Switch it off here.
* /  (UMPg96)
Provides “common feel” with
existing lenses already owned by
photographer.
OFF*/ON (UMPg96)
Defines individual frame focusing
OFF/ON* (UMPg96)
NORMAL*/SMALL (UMPg96)
OFF*/LOOP/SPIRAL (UMPg97)
OFF/ON* (UMPg97)
When “ON”, resets lens to infinity
focus to ensure smallest size for
storage.
OFF/ON* (UMPg97)
Allows you to re-set focus during B

BUTTON/DIAL
Changes how the Main (Rear) and Sub (Front) dials
operate the camera features and menu highlights. Button
controls and function changes applied in these menus.
DIAL

P
A
S
M

Ps*/ +/- /  +/- (UMPg97)
Fno*/ +/- /  +/SHUTTER*/+/-/ +/Rear – SHUTTER/Fno*
Front – SHUTTER*/Fno
MENU Rear – L-R/Up-Down/Value*
Front – L-R*/Up-Down/Fno
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AEL/AFL

S-AF* Modes 1*/ 2 / 3
C-AF Modes 1 / 2*/ 3 / 4
MF
Modes 1*/ 2 / 3 (UMPg98)

AEL/AFL MEMO

OFF*/ON (UMPg99)

Fn FUNCTION

PREVIEW*/LIVE PREVIEW/WHITE
BALANCE MEASUREMENT/FOCUS
TARGET HOME/ONE TOUCH
MANUAL FOCUS/ONE TOUCH RAW
RECORDING/P/A/S/M/TEST
PICTURE/MY MODE/UNDERWATER
MODE/OFF (UMPg99)

MY MODE SETUP

MY MODE1/MY MODE2
(UMPg100)

BUTTON TIMER

Select how long a button remains
active once pressed. Options are
OFF*/3, 5, 8 SECONDS AND HOLD
(UMPg100)

AEL – Fn SWITCH Interchange the functions of these
two controls so that the Fn button
operates the AEL functions and
vice-versa. (UMPg100)
C

RELEASE/DRIVE MODE
RLS PRIORITY S
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OFF*/ON (UMPg101)
Permits triggering of shutter in S-AF
mode even when focus has not
been confirmed.

D

RLS PRIORITY C

OFF/ON*
Permits triggering of shutter in C-AF
mode even when focus has not
been confirmed. (UMPg101)

L fps

1 fps/2 fps/3 fps*/4 fps
Lets you determine how many
frames per second are exposed on
mutiple frame drive mode “low”
setting. (UMPg101)

DISP/ -))) / PC
-))) (BEEP)

OFF/ON*
If you need to operate in silence,
switch to OFF. (UMPg101)

SLEEP

OFF/1*, 3, 5 AND 10 MIN
Determines how long the camera
remains on after the last control is
touched. (UMPg101)

BACKLIT LCD

8 sec*/30 sec/1 min/ HOLD
Determines how long the main
monitor screen remains backlit
before darkening to save power.
(UMPg101)

4 HOUR TIMER

OFF/4hr*
If you forget the camera on, it first
goes into “sleep” mode and then,
after 4 hrs it shuts down totally and
you need to switch it off and then
back on again to re-activate it.
(UMPg101)
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USB MODE

AUTO*/ STORAGE / MTP /
CONTROL / EASY PRINT /
CUSTOM PRINT
Controls how your E-3 interfaces
with computers and Pictbridge
printers. CONTROL permits you to
“drive” the camera from a computer
via Olympus Studio Software for full
remote operation. (UMPg102)

LIVE VIEW BOOST OFF*/ON
Adjust brightness of display during
LIVE VIEW operation. With BOOST
“on” the maximum brightness is set
and thus you cannot see changes
such as depth of field preview,
exposure bracketing results and
other
previews
that
require
brightness adjustments.
(UMPg102)
FRAME ASSIST

E

EXP/
EV STEP
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OFF*/ GRID / GOLDEN SECTION /
SCALE
Calls-up the markings denoted on
the LIVE VIEW screen to aid in
composition. The GRID is especially
useful for ensuring common image
size with small items or in forensic
work. (UMPg102)

/ISO
0.3*/0.7/1.0
Determines how big the changes
are with each “click” of an input
dial.(UMPg103)

F

ISO STEP

0.3*/1.0 EV (UMPg103)

ISO-AUTO-SET

HIGH LIMIT/DEFAULT
Decide how high the camera may
automatically set the ISO value
and/or determine the preferred ISO
speed to be used when setting ISO
automatically. (UMPg103)

ISO –AUTO

P, A, S*/ ALL
Determines which modes the ISO
AUTO SET function may operate in.
(UMPg103)

AEL METERING

AUTO*, ESP, CENTRE WEIGHTED,
SPOT, SPOT Hi, SPOT Sh
Set a “one-touch” option for an
alternative light metering pattern to
be used when the AEL button is
pressed. (UMPg103)

BULB TIMER

Lets you set the maximum shutter
speed when using B mode. For
optimum efficacy of this mode it is
suggested that the shutter switch
RM-CB1 be attached to the camera.
(UMPg103)

 CUSTOM
 X-SYNC

1/60TH – 1/250TH sec*

 SLOW LIMIT

1/30TH – 1/250TH (1/160TH sec*)

 +/- /Exp Comp

OFF*/ON (UMPg103)
Switches function operation.
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G

H

FILE SIZE/COLOR/WB
ALL WB

ALL SET (A and B -7 to +7)
ALL RESET – YES/NO (UMPg104)
Apply the same compensation to all
WB settings and/or re-set all
compensation settings on all WB
channels at once.

COLOUR SPACE

sRGB* / Adobe RGB
A Power User Tip is to set the
colour space to Adobe RGB as this
offers the wider Gamut.
(UMPg104)

SHADING COMP

OFF*/ ON
This corrects any darkening in the
corners of photographs if you use
an older or ultra-wide lens (below
12mm). (UMPg 104)

(FILE SIZE) SET

Select the file size you prefer and
set the amount of compression to
apply to JPEG files. For easier
reference see the FILE SIZE TABLE
in the appendices. (UMPg105)

PIXEL COUNT

Allows you to set pixel dimensions
on Middle and Small files.
(UMPg105)

RECORD / ERASE
QUICK ERASE
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OFF* / ON (UMPg105)

RAW+JPEG ERASE JPEG/RAW/RAW+JPEG*
(UMPg105)

I

FILE NAME

AUTO* / RESET (UMPg106)
This setting determines if your files
get numbered sequentially or if the
camera starts numbering from zero
each time a card is inserted or
formatted. Pro users suggest
leaving this setting at AUTO
unless you have a specific filing
system that requires the number
and folder to re-set itself. Leaving
this setting on AUTO minimises the
possibility of over-writing files with
duplicated
file
names/numbers
when transferring photographs to
your computer.

PRIORITY SET

NO* / YES (UMPg106)
This allows you to set the default
cursor position on certain menus.
Useful if you always use the nonstandard answer.

dpi SETTING

AUTO* / CUSTOM (UMPg106)
Determine the resolution of images
printed via Pictbridge or leave the
camera to do this for you based on
the image file size.

UTILITY
CLEANING MODE

If you ever need to shift some
sticky dirt that the auto SSWF
cannot shift, this is the setting to
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use to lift the mirror and open the
sensor. POWER USER TIP: ONLY
USE THIS MODE IF YOU
REALLY KNOW HOW TO CLEAN
A SENSOR! , No, really, no jokes.
If you do not know how to do this,
or you do not have the custom
equipment needed for the task,
rather take the camera to a
professional service location and
get the job done properly. In any
event do not use aerosol type
compressed air cannisters – the
escaping gas under pressure causes
a temperature drop that could
“freeze” the sensor and cause
damage.
(UMPg 130)
EXT WB DETECT
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OFF / ON*
In some locations, a strong light of
a different colour temperature to
the subject seen through the lens
might be shining close to the
external WB sensor on the front of
the camera. This could adversely
influence WB readings. In such
cases de-activate the sensor here
and let the E-3 use only the internal
WB sensor.

2 TOOLS MENU


Setting of clock/date/time
(UMPg15)

CF/xD

CF* /xD (UMPg107)

EDIT FILENAME

Set your own key letters/numbers
for image file names. A great help if
using a studio job-numbering
system. (UMPg107)

DISPLAY

Set display brightness here.
(UMPg107)

LANGUAGE

Choose your menu language here.
You can download a limited number
of additional languages from the
Olympus Master Software link.
(UMPg 107)

VIDEO OUT

PAL / NTSC*
Determines the video signal sent to
AV equipment from the camera via
the AV cable. (UMPg108)

REC VIEW

OFF/AUTO/1-20 sec (5 sec*)
When you take a picture and the
monitor is not latched closed, this
setting determines how long the
photograph you’ve just taken is
automatically displayed.

PIXEL MAPPING

No sensor is 100% perfect nor does
it remain so. The pixel mapping
function checks the sensor when
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activated to identify any “stuck” or
“dead” pixels and then fills-in data
from the four surrounding pixels to
avoid producing files with “odd”
coloured specks in them. Use this
every 6 months or so or before an
important assignment if the camera
is in heavy, sustained use.
(UMPg130)
FIRMWARE
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Displays firmware version loaded in
camera and the attached lens (each
is independent). At time of writing
current E-3 body release was
Version 1.2. Check for updates via
Olympus Master software using USB
cable linked to your computer while
on-line. Ensure battery is fully
charged prior to connecting to
update firmware.
(UMPg108)

APPENDICES
OLYMPUS E-3 LENS/HAND-HELD
SHUTTER SPEEDS GUIDE
Due to the compact size of the Zuiko Digital standard lenses, you
can hold the camera steady at slightly slower speeds than normal
for the equivalent focal length. However, generally speaking, the
faster your shutter speed, the sharper will be your shot.
These are the absolute minimum speeds suggested for use with
these lenses. Your results may vary but use of the IS system will
greatly add to the sharpness of results when using these
suggested speeds:

ZD (Zuiko Digital lenses for Four Thirds mount)
All lenses below 14mm marked on the lens
Lenses from 14mm to 25mm
Lenses between 25 – 42mm
Lenses 45 - 50mm
Lenses 50 – 100mm
Lens of 150mm
Lens of 200mm
Lens of 300mm

1/15 sec
1/30 sec
1/60 sec
1/80 sec
1/180 sec
1/300 sec
1/400 sec
1/500 sec

OM SERIES LENSES
Any lens up to 50mm
85mm
100mm
135mm
200mm
300mm

1/100
1/200
1/200
1/300
1/400
1/750

sec
sec
sec
sec
sec
sec

If you add the Zuiko 1.4 or 2x converters to the lenses, multiply
the minimum suggested speeds by the multiplication factor of the
converter i.e. the ZD200mm shutter speed with a 1.4x converter
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would be (400x1.4=1/560 sec). Use of a 2x converter would
make the minimum speed on a 200mm lens 1/800 sec.
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